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Abstract 
Investigation of size, concentration and particle shapes in 
hydraulic systems using an in-line CMOS image matrix 
sensor 
Dmitriy Vladimirovich Kornilin 
The theoretical and experimental investigation of the novel in-line 
CMOS image sensor was performed. This sensor is aimed to investigate 
particle size distribution, particle concentration and shape in hydraulic 
liquid in order to implement the proactive maintenance of hydraulic 
equipment. The existing instruments such as automatic particle counters 
and techniques are not sufficiently enough to address this task because of 
their restricted sensitivity, limit of concentration to be measured and they 
cannot determine particle shape. Other instruments cannot be used as in-
line sensors because they are not resistant to the arduous conditions such 
as high pressure and vibration. 
The novel mathematical model was proposed as it is not possible 
to use previously developed techniques based on using optical system 
and complicated algorithms. This model gives the output signal of the 
image sensor depending on the particle size, its distance from the light 
source (LED) and image sensor. Additionally, the model takes into 
account the limited exposure time and particle track simulation. The 
results of simulation based on the model are also performed in thesis. 
On the basis of the mathematical model the image processing 
algorithms were suggested in order to determine particle size even when 
this size is lower than pixel size. There are different approaches 
depending on the relation between the size of the particle and the pixel 
size. 
The approach to the volume of liquid sample estimation was 
suggested in order to address the problem of low accuracy of 
concentration measurement by the conventional automatic particle 
counters based on the single photodiode. Proposed technique makes 
corrections on the basis of particle velocity estimation. 
Approach to the accuracy estimation of the sensor was proposed 
and simulation results are shown. Generally, the accuracy of particle size 
and concentration measurement was considered. 
Ultimately, the experimental setup was used in order to test suggested 
techniques. The mathematical model was tested and the results showed 
sufficient correlation with the experiment. The zinc dust was used as a 
reference object as there are the particles within the range from 1 to 25 
microns which is appropriate to check the sensitivity. The results of 
experiments using reference instrument showed the improved sensitivity 
and accuracy of volume measured compared to the reference one.  
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
1.1 Background 
Nowadays, the complexity and price of the state-of-the-art technological 
equipment in different areas of industry are so high that it is also crucial 
for it to have an improved level of reliability. This is very important as 
the fixing process can be very expensive as well as the time lost during 
the machines are out of service. Aerospace equipment works in the 
arduous operating conditions; therefore usually people are under higher 
level of risk in case of aircraft system damages.  
One of the most effective ways to improve the reliability of any systems 
is the testing of the current state of such systems (Birger, 1978; Syricin 
1982; Pronikov, 1986; Fitch, 2002). The appropriate testing can be used 
to predict the incipient failure of the equipment and the results of such 
testing can be considered as part of the rationale for life-extension a 
machine which might still be in sufficiently good order for continued 
operation. The aim of such test is to evaluate and certify the equipment 
on the basis of its current state (Frolov, 1986; Nahapetyan, 1983; Casey, 
2011) rather than just age. As mentioned above, the aerospace systems 
should be tested particularly thoroughly; as a result, the testing tools for 
such systems should have excellent parameters (Makarov, 1981; 
Gromakovsky, 1990).  The test instruments based on non-destructive 
approach and those which give the information automatically in real time 
should be considered as prospective in terms of quick delivery of up-to-
date information about the state of the equipment (Mozgalevsky, 1967; 
Lozovsky, 1979; Sapozhnikov, 1972; Kharazov, 1983). 
Hydraulic systems are widely used in industry and in aerospace as part 
of control systems and actuators (Nagorny, 1991; Matveenko, 1982; 
Casey, 2017). One of the most effective ways to determine the current 
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state of the hydraulic system is investigation of parameters of particles 
generated during frictional processes between parts of actuators inside of 
the hydraulic system (Fitch, 1988; Logvinov, 1992). The parameters of 
the particles to be investigated are size, concentration and shape. The 
distribution of particle sizes is the valuable diagnostic information about 
the state of the friction units and about the state of hydraulic liquid 
(Grachev, 1982; Timirkeev, Sapozhnikov, 1986; Logvinov, 1992). For 
example, if the particle sizes are comparable to the clearance between 
frictional surfaces this indicates the presence of ordinary wear processes 
(Khrushchov, 1970). A high concentration of relatively big particles 
means that the surfaces of the actuator are near to the damage and the 
actuator will be out of service soon (Nikitin, 1969; Foxboro Technical 
Bulletin, 1975; Kragelsky, 1986). The ordinary wear process is 
characterized by the particle shapes which are similar to a sphere. The 
damage of actuators leads to the presence in hydraulic liquid of the 
increased numbers of the particle shapes such as fibre or metal shavings. 
Every type of wear processes can be recognized by the shape and size of 
particles generated. There are special wear particles prospects where the 
pictures of different types of particles can be found. The general method 
for obtaining such pictures is ferrography combined with using 
microscopes (Foxboro Technical Bulletin, 1975). However, using the 
microscopes for investigation of the particles is not effective for the 
many applications because it requires a high level of operator 
competence and is very time consuming (Berber, 1983). Automatic 
particle counters (APC) were developed for automatization of the 
particle analysis. 
 There are several companies all over the world deal with design and 
production of automatic particle counters such as ‘Fritsh’ (Germany), 
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‘Beckman Coulter’ (USA), ‘Malvern Instruments’ (UK), Lockheed 
Martin (USA), Spectro Scientific (USA), ‘HORIBA’ (Japan), ‘NPP 
Tekhnopribor’ (Russia),  ‘OAO NITI-Tetsar’(Russia) and others. ONIL-
16 is a scientific lab of Samara University, Russia that deals with the 
research and design of automatic particle counters. Automatic particle 
counters developed in ONIL-16 can be used for particle investigation in 
a sample of hydraulic liquid poured into a measuring tube (‘off-line’), or 
directly inside of the hydraulic pipe, the so called ‘built-in system’ or 
‘in-line’ analysis (Logvinov, 1992). There are also instruments based on 
the off-line (Koenitzer, Smith, Bolkhovsky and Nadasdi, 2007; Michael, 
Wanke and McCambridge, 2007) and in-line principles.  
Automatic particle counters based on an in-line method are more 
accurate as they avoid any errors caused by sample preparation such as 
contamination from the air, the measuring tube or the sample tape 
(Nakajima, Yotoh, 1967; Logvinov, 1992). The sample tape can also 
filter some particles from the hydraulic liquid because it cannot be 
placed into the hydraulic pipe in the way that is not making any change 
in the particle flow. By the measuring principle the APC can be based on 
photoelectric, piezoelectric, eddy current methods, however only 
photoelectric APCs offer the appropriate sensitivity and accuracy for 
testing the modern aerospace hydraulic systems in a real time (Logvinov, 
1992). 
Recently, the hydraulic systems were improved in terms of their 
efficiency by increased pressure inside of them. Therefore, the 
clearances between frictional surfaces of actuators had to decrease 
significantly. Smaller clearances mean smaller size of particles generated 
by friction and increased concentration of particles. As a result, the 
APCs need to have improved sensitivity and resolution. The complexity 
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of the modern hydraulic systems also causes the necessity to estimate the 
particle shape in a real time as well. The particle shape can reveal more 
accurate, rather than only particle size, the state of each specific part of 
the hydraulic system, for example, whether it is in operational conditions 
or near to break down.  
The existing in-line APCs such as FOTON-965 and others have 
restricted sensitivity at the level of 4-5 micrometers and the resolution is 
no more than 1500 particles in one ml. In addition, most of them are 
based on the single photodiode and cannot be used for particle shape 
estimation. Ultimately, the improvement of existing APC and finding 
ways to improve their characteristic features is still an important task to 
be solved. 
One of the possible ways of improvement is using matrix or image 
sensor such as a CMOS or CCD camera without any lens. Such an image 
sensor can deal with increased sensitivity as the pixel compared to the 
photodiode has the smaller area and noise (Kornilin, Kudryavtsev, 
2016b). In addition, the size of the particle is comparable to the pixel 
size that is maximized the signal level. It is also possible to improve the 
maximum concentration of particles to be investigated (Kornilin, 
Kudryavtsev, McMillan et al, 2017). The image sensor can distinguish 
between several particles inside of sample tube and photodiode cannot. 
Certainly, an image sensor can be used to obtain the picture of the 
particle in order to estimate its shape.  
The APCs improvement should be made without the complicated optical 
systems because they are very sensitive to any misalignment caused by 
vibration of hydraulic systems. In addition, lenses have generally 
restricted by focus depth and width that can be observed. Therefore, it is 
hard to measure the particles in the range of interest specified as 0.5 up 
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to 200 micrometers simultaneously without focus adjustment. One more 
criteria here is the hydrodynamic resistance to the flow. The in-line 
sensor should not have very high level of such resistance as it should not 
influence the parameters of hydraulic system. As a result, the size of 
sample tube cannot be less that several millimeters and particles inside of 
it change their coordinate significantly. This is also challenging for the 
most of microscopes. There is a modern technology based on the so 
called ‘lens-free incoherent holography on a chip’ (Ozcan, 2012a) and 
‘microfluidics’. However, the implementation of such technology for the 
investigation of the particle inside of hydraulic systems is questionable. 
Firstly, it is based on holography and the objective of the analysis of 
diffraction is to restore the image of particle by its holography pattern, 
which is very time consuming as the algorithms cannot be trivial in this 
case. In addition, lens-free microscopy (Ozcan, 2012b) uses 
comparatively large sensitive area of image sensor in order to seek for 
some not uniform objects among others. The large area of image sensor 
cannot simultaneously be realized with the high frame rate. Therefore, 
this technology will be restricted to the very slow particles that are not 
the case for relatively high speed particles inside of hydraulic systems. 
The one way to overcome these problems is to investigate and process 
the shadow of the particle illuminated by LED (Kornilin, Kudryavtsev, 
McMillan et al, 2016) or diffraction pattern without image reconstruction 
as proposed in this thesis. Additionally, the volume of data from image 
sensor is so high that it is complicated to send images to computer for 
processing. Therefore, digital signal processors should be used to process 
the data inside of the sensor directly. These processors should have high 
efficiency for the real time analysis and modern interfaces in order to 
integrate such sensors into the state-of-the-art testing systems. 
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Generally, the objective of this thesis is to present a theoretical and 
experimental investigation of an in-line sensor or APC based on using an 
image sensor to enable the extraction of information about particle size 
distribution, concentration and particle shape. This in-line sensor will be 
shown to have the potential for improved sensitivity, operate at a higher 
maximum concentration, and give the information about particle shape.  
1.2 Original contributions 
The tasks to be solved are following: 
1) to review known methods and tools that can be used for 
investigation of the particles inside of hydraulic liquids; 
2) to develop and investigate the mathematical model of proposed in-
line APC based on image sensor in respect of prediction of the 
signal at the output of image sensor influenced by the particle size, 
its distance from the matrix sensor and to the LED, particle 
velocity as well as parameters of the image sensor and LED; 
3) to develop the method of image sensor signal processing based on 
the mathematical model that should be helpful in improvement of 
sensitivity, concentration limit and recognition of the shape; 
4) to develop the method of the sample volume measurement based 
on the particle velocity measurement. 
All the methods proposed such as image processing should be 
implemented in a real-time system based on the embedded digital signal 
processors (DSPs). This requirement is caused by the importance of 
getting the information about the state of hydraulic systems in a real-
time. 
The original contribution is the prototype presented in Chapter 6. This 
prototype has been made by candidate and the tasks that have been 
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addressed are software development, the design of schematic and printed 
circuit board. The implementation of the prototype has been addressed 
by candidate. This includes obtaining the reference particle size 
distribution of the zinc dust and volume of hydraulic liquid 
measurement.    
 1.3 Published papers 
The following papers contain much of the content of this thesis:  
- Kornilin D.V., Kudryavtsev I.A., McMillan A.J. et al. 
Determination of particle sizes in hydraulic liquids based on 
image and subpixel processing // Proceedings of SPIE-The 
International Society for Optical Engineering, 2016. Vol. 9971. 
Summary: This paper describes the processing methods of signal 
obtained from the CMOS matrix sensor in terms of its 
implementation for the in-line automatic particles counters. The 
methods involve an analysis of particles' tracks in terms of its 
shapes and charge accumulated by each pixel. This combination 
gives an opportunity to determine an equivalent diameter of 
particles and their shapes. These methods can be implemented 
using digital signal processors, which is very important in the area 
of developing and producing the built into hydraulic systems 
sensors. 
- Kornilin D.V., Kudryavtsev I.A. A mathematical model of the in-
line CMOS matrix sensor for investigation of particles in 
hydraulic liquids // IOP Conference Series: Materials Science and 
Engineering, 2016. Vol. 153. Issue 1. 
Summary: In-line automatic particle counters (APC), which are 
built into hydraulic system, are widely used for determination of 
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particle size and concentration. These counters are based on a 
single photodiode and a light emitting diode (LED); however, 
samples of liquid are needed for analysis using microscope or 
industrial video camera in order to get information about particle 
shapes.  The act of obtaining the sample leads to contamination by 
other particles from the air or from the sample tube, meaning that 
the results are usually corrupted.  Using the CMOS or CCD matrix 
sensor without any lens for in-line APC is the solution proposed.  
In this case the matrix sensors are put into the liquid channel of 
the hydraulic system and illuminated by LED.  This system could 
be stable in arduous conditions like high pressure and the vibration 
of the hydraulic system; however, the image or signal from that 
matrix sensor needs to be processed differently in comparison 
with the signal from microscope or industrial video camera 
because of relatively short distance between LED and sensor.  
This paper introduces mathematical model of a sensor with CMOS 
and LED, which can be built into hydraulic system.  A 
computational algorithm and results are also provided, which can 
be useful for calculation of particle sizes and shapes using the 
signal from the CMOS matrix sensor. 
- Kornilin D.V., Kudryavtsev I.A., McMillan A.J. et al. Estimation 
of the particle concentration in hydraulic liquid by the in-line 
automatic particle counter based on the CMOS image sensor // 
Proceedings of SPIE - The International Society for Optical 
Engineering, 2017. Vol. 10329. 
Summary: The measurement of particle concentration in hydraulic 
liquid by APC is crucial because increasing numbers of particles 
should mean functional problems. Existing automatic particle 
counters have significant limitation for the precise measurement of 
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relatively low concentration of particle in aerospace systems or 
they are unable to measure higher concentration in industrial ones. 
Both issues can be addressed by implementation of the CMOS 
image sensor instead of single photodiode used in the most of 
APC. CMOS image sensor helps to overcome the problem of the 
errors in volume measurement caused by inequality of particle 
speed inside of tube. Correction is based on the determination of 
the particle position and parabolic velocity distribution profile. 
Proposed algorithms are also suitable for reducing the errors 
related to the particles matches in measurement volume. The 
results of simulation show that the accuracy increased by up to 90 
per cent and the resolution improved by ten times compared to the 
single photodiode sensor. 
The materials of thesis were discussed on the following conferences:  
- The 11th International Conference on Laser-light and Interactions 
with Particles, Xi’an: Xi’an, China, 2016; 
- Cambridge Particle Meeting 2016, Cambridge, UK; 
- Optics + Photonics 2016, San Diego, USA; 
- International Conference on Information Technology and 
Nanotechnology (ITNT-2017), Samara, Russia; 
- Cambridge Particle Meeting 2017, Cambridge, UK; 
- Optical Metrology 2017, Munich, Germany; 
1.4 Construction of the Thesis 
Thesis consists of 7 chapters. 
Chapter 1 is the general introduction of the thesis and provides the 
background and motivation, the original contribution and tasks, 
summaries of published papers and construction of thesis. 
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Chapter 2 contains the literature review and is aimed to identify existing 
methods and instruments to solve the task of investigation of the 
particles in hydraulic liquid in order to reveal the state of the entire 
system. Firstly, the importance of particle size, concentration and shape 
is discussed in terms of which parameters are typical for normal wear 
process and which for destructive ones. The particle shape is highlighted 
as the visual and relevant aspect of diagnostics. After that, three methods 
of getting the sample of liquid from hydraulic system are discussed and 
the in-line method by putting the sensor into hydraulic pipe directly is 
established as the most accurate. Furthermore, the restricted sensitivity 
and concentration limit of existing in-line automatic particle counters 
(APC) based on photodiodes are discussed. APC cannot determine 
particle shape as well. Therefore, the APC based on matrix sensors such 
as CMOS or CCD looks promising to address all the restrictions 
mentioned before. Several sensors that have CMOS or CCD image 
sensors inside is considered as possible existing solution; however all of 
them cannot be used for in-line method as they are very sensitive to the 
arduous conditions such as high pressure and vibration level typical for 
hydraulic systems. Ultimately, it was decided to develop new unique 
construction of the sensor. The key parameters should be the following: 
improved sensitivity, improved concentration limit, possibility of getting 
images of particle, in-line sampling, no complicated optical systems 
inside of the sensor, using real-time processing. 
Chapter 3 focuses on mathematical model that is the basis of the new 
proposed sensor. This mathematical model should establish the relation 
between the output signal of the CMOS image sensor and particle size, 
concentration and shape. As it was identified in Chapter 2, there should 
not be any complicated optical systems inside of sensor which leads to 
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blurry, not focused images of particles. Therefore, the model should 
provide connection between geometry of the sensor, particle 
characteristics and output signal. The geometrical parameters such as the 
distance between particle and image sensor, the distance between image 
sensor and light emitting diode (LED) should be chosen properly in 
order to achieve the highest accuracy. The presented in chapter 
simulation results based on the mathematical model proposed provide 
the opportunity for optimizing construction of the sensor and minimizing 
errors. The mathematical model includes the case of particle size is less 
than pixel size. This provides the possibility of increasing the sensitivity 
of the sensor. In this chapter the relation between particle size and the 
accumulated charge of pixel is obtained and investigated. The potential 
sensitivity and signal to noise ratio are estimated. However, the 
diffraction effects can limit the sensitivity. On the other hand diffraction 
may provide new methods of particle characterizing. Therefore, the 
diffraction of particles is investigated. To reduce calculation time the 
Huygens-Fresnel approach is used for simulation. Additionally, some 
new aspects of Huygens-Fresnel principle implementation according to 
the simulation of disc and sphere are identified. 
Chapter 4 includes methods of signal processing that should be used to 
obtain the particle size and shape from the image sensor. These methods 
involve particle track investigation. There are two groups of methods: 
based on contour of the track analysis and based on accumulated by each 
pixel charge analysis. These two approaches can also be combined. In 
this chapter methods for getting particle shape and form factor 
coefficient are also proposed. At the end of this chapter the measurement 
of particle size accuracy is discussed. There are several sources of errors: 
optical path, measuring the distance to which the particle moved during 
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the exposure time, quantization error of the analog to digital converter 
inside of the image sensor and pixel size. 
Chapter 5 discusses the estimation of particle concentration. The key 
point here is how to determine the volume of liquid sample or time of 
analysis for fixed sample volume, especially using in-line sensors. In this 
chapter the technique based on flow velocity distribution calculation is 
proposed that is implemented by analysis of particle velocities. The 
analysis of particle velocities distribution helps to avoid some 
inaccuracies related to using photodiodes in APCs. Accuracy of particle 
concentration measurement is also discussed. The accuracy of volume 
measurement depends on the precision of particle velocities 
determination based on particle track length measurement. An additional 
source of error here is the error of particle coordinate estimation. The 
total accuracy of particle concentration measurement depends also on 
particle counting accuracy. This source of inaccuracy caused by particle 
overlapping within the measurement volume is estimated using Poisson 
law. 
Chapter 6 reveals some aspects of experimental study of the sensor 
proposed. Initially, the composition of experimental setup is described. 
After that, the intensity of LED is established in order to achieve the 
maximum sensitivity and signal to noise ratio. The experimental 
validation of the sensor involves mathematical model check in terms of 
relationship between equivalent diameter of the particle and the distance 
between matrix sensor and source of light. Additionally, the comparison 
between experimental setup and reference sensor is made using the zinc 
dust as reference distribution. The particle size distribution obtained by 
proposed and reference sensors are similar in the most of particle ranges. 
The sensitivity of proposed sensor is higher, though. The volume of 
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liquid sample measured by proposed sensor is more accurate than 
reference one as predicted. 
Chapter 7 includes general conclusion about results achieved and 
recommendation for the future work.     
14 
 
Chapter 2 Literature review 
 
This chapter is aimed to discuss the reasons for investigation of particle 
size, concentration and shape in terms of their influence on the wear 
processes inside of the hydraulic systems. After that the photoelectric 
methods for particle parameters determination is considered in order to 
choose the proper one. Ultimately, the existing instruments and tools 
were discussed to identify the gap in knowledge and instruments to 
address it. 
One of the most important aspects of the modern industry is the 
reliability and extending of the lifetime of any type of equipment. One 
part of this task is to improve the reliability of hydraulic systems of the 
aircraft. The way to tackle this problem is continuous monitoring of its 
state in order to predict coming failure and to establish the standards of 
proactive or preventative maintenance (Birger, 1978; Logvinov, 1992; 
Fitch, 1988; Casey, 2017). Automatic investigation of the particles 
generated by the friction of the surfaces inside of hydraulic system is the 
valuable approach to increase the efficiency of the fluid system 
maintenance (Birger, 1978; Fitch, 1988; Logvinov, 1992, Fitch, 2002).   
The specialist of the leading hydraulic equipment manufacturers such as 
‘Bieri Hydraulik’, ‘Parker Hannifin’, ‘Bosch Rexroth’ and other are sure 
that the monitoring of the hydraulic fluid state and its cleanliness 
especially, offer the possibility to increase the operational time of the 
hydraulic equipment. In addition, it is also possible to avoid some 
expenses related to the repairs and liquid replacement (Logvinov, 1992; 
Casey, 2011). 
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2.1 Wear processes and characteristic of the particles 
 
Hydraulic systems during their operational time are constantly under 
action of different sources of energy such as mechanical, thermal and 
chemical. As a result of wear process, there are particles to be generated. 
The characteristic parameters of the particles such as size, shape, 
material, concentration and particle size distribution characterize the 
wear mechanism itself: corrosion, destruction of the seals and abrasion 
of the friction surfaces) (Logvinov, 1992). The type and cause of 
destruction may be characterized by the shape and size of wear particles 
created and the rate of failure can be inferred from the concentration 
(Logvinov, 1992). 
According to (Fitch, 1988; Logvinov, 1992) particle sizes in the range 
from 20 to 300 microns are indicative of cavitation erosion. Harder 
particles generated in this way would tend to have smaller size, that is, 
with increasing hardness its particle size decreases, all other factors 
being equal. 
The hydraulic pumps after 4000 working hours at a rate of 75 litres / 
min, generating a particle size more than 10 microns in the following 
amounts (Fitch, 1988): Plunger pump - 34 mg / hour (62,000 particles / 
min); Gear pump - 37.5 mg / hour (69,000 particles / min); plate - 125 
mg / hour (230 000 particles / min). The main conclusion drawn in 
(Logvinov, 1992; Fitch, 1988) is that the monitoring of particle size 
reveals the reason and the type of the wear process. 
The wear process of the friction surfaces is defined as the separation 
(generation) of the particles from the surface layer of a hydraulic unit by 
mechanical contact (Ikramov, 1979). The fundamental phenomenon in 
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all kinds of wear process is the separation of particles as a result of: 
cutting the contact adhesive bridges; abrasive action; erosion, cavitation, 
shock; fatigue, delaminating of the surface; tribomechanical reactions, 
corrosion. The most important of these mechanisms are, of course, 
abrasion wear and fatigue (Logvinov, 1990). 
The abrasion wear is mainly caused by the particles with the same size as 
the clearance between the moving parts of hydraulic unit. There is the 
lubricating film between the two rolling on each other details (rolling 
friction), for example, between the ball and bearing surfaces, that 
partially or completely separates the surfaces from each other. If there 
are particles of mechanical impurities in the liquid film, these particles 
will go beyond the thickness of the lubricant film due to rolling. 
Therefore, the load is transferred through the particle and in case of the 
sufficient hardness of particles; it leads to molding of bearing surface 
and damage in this place. Such a mechanism of fatigue fracture of the 
material is called pitting. The result of pitting is the particles inside of 
the liquid system, the deterioration of the friction conditions inside of 
any units of hydraulic systems (Fitch, 1969). 
There are examples of wear particles in (Logvinov, 1992; Foxboro, 
1975) that are specific to a mechanism of wear. The results were 
obtained on the basis of ferrogramm. This method is based on 
sedimentation of the metal particles along with the lines of the magnetic 
field intensity. The fluid with the particles is pumped through the 
ferrography setup and then the images are captured and analyzed on 
conventional and scanning electron microscope (Logvinov, 1992; 
Foxboro, 1975; Bowen, 1976; Anderson, 1982). The particles can be 
divided into a finite number of types or classes that indicate the method 
of their creation (Foxboro, 1975). 
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In case of the ordinary wear process, the friction of the surfaces is 
lubricated. This process creates particles originated from the so-called 
‘flake’ layer (shear mixed) on the metal surface. These particles 
(‘flakes’) have a thickness of about 0.75 - 1 micron in case of the 
material is steel; however the soft particles have a larger thickness (see 
Figure 2.1). The particles are deposited in series (chain) along with the 
lines of magnetic field. 
 
Figure 2.1 — Image of the "flake" layer particle ferrogramm  
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Figure 2.2 — Image of the "flake" layer particle using an electronic 
microscope 
Studies using ferrogramms showed that the abrasion wear is caused 
mainly by detachment or peeling of flake layer. This layer gives major 
contribution to the creation of wear particles in the case of normal 
operation of engine. 
The cutting wear is caused by the friction of metal surfaces when a part 
of one surface penetrates into another. Sometimes such wear can be 
caused by abrasive particles, which are embedded in a softer material 
and form micro-cutters. In this case, the oil of hydraulic system contain 
shavings over 10-15 microns in length and thickness is equal to 1-5 
microns (Figure 2.3). 
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Figure 2.3 - Image of the wear particles produced by cutting wear 
  A large number of such wear particles (due to cutting wear) can be 
evaluated as the coming break down of the hydraulic unit because it 
usually indicates that some part of the mechanism is worn. Sometimes a 
cutting wear caused by abrasive particles that is embedded in a soft 
material and form tiny knives. 
The spherical particles are usually created in the oil as a result of micro-
cracks that appear in the ball or roller bearings (Figure 2.4). In this case, 
the oil system may contain spherical particle in the range of size 10-30 
microns or more, and they are created in a huge amount. 
 
 а)    b)     c) 
Figure 2.4 – Examples of steel microspheres created in micro-cracks of 
ball or roller bearings 
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Figure 2.4 c) shows spherical particles found in the oil system of a 
modern jet engine, with a failed bearing. Such spherical particles are 
created in a large quantity. Often bearing creating several million 
spherical particles before split will be detectable. In one case, a single 
bearing ball created 6.7 million of particles. 
Ball or roller bearings can also generate plate metal particles when 
particles are rolled between the rotating element and the bearing. When 
the plate-like particles (Figure 2.5) appear together with spherical 
particles (Figure 2.4), then this indicates metal fatigue, which may also 
lead to failure in the bearings. 
 
Figure 2.5 - Examples of plate-like particles 
Where several spherical particles are present, this is generally not 
sufficient to be taken into account. But if a sample contains several 
dozen spheres and if the particles shown in Figure 2.5 are present, it 
usually indicates that the bearing failure due to depreciation is already 
taking place. Sometimes these particles appear for 100 hours or more 
before the failure is detected. 
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So-called "fatigue" particles (Figure 2.6) split off from the surface of the 
mechanisms. 
 
Figure 2.6 - Examples of "fatigue" wear particles  
The mechanism of these particles creation is that friction surfaces crack 
to form a system of perpendicular cracks. When cracks are deep enough, 
pieces break off the crack walls. These particles are often demonstrate 
the presence on the surface of many parts and are remarkable, that the 
thickness, width and length are of the same order of magnitude. 
Figure 2.7 shows the corrosive wear particles. In this case the oil was 
inconsistent with the wear particles and with wearing surface, especially. 
Therefore, the particles carried in complex mixtures chlorides or oxides. 
The bichromatic microscope using red and green lighting shows 
compounds as green, and the free metal particles - red. 
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Figure 2.7 - Examples of particles "corrosion" wear 
Severe wear particles are much larger, as it is shown in Figure 2.8, than 
the particles of the abrasion wear. Such particles are generated in large 
quantities, when the engine fails. 
 
 а)      b)    c) 
Figure 2.8 - Examples of severe wear particles 
These particles often are curved and have cracks. One or two particles of 
such type are not dangerous, but the presence of bulk of such particles is 
almost always a coming failure. As this failure is coming the 
concentration of such particles increases significantly. As an example 
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severe wear particles are presented. These particles were obtained from 
the oil of failed jet engine. In this case, the mechanism becomes loose on 
the shaft and rotates back and forth. The rotation becomes dangerous and 
the result is a lot of wear material, including particles, shown in Figure 
2.8. It can be seen that there are two local defects on the top and bottom 
of the particle shown in Figure 2.8 b). These defects may be caused by 
metal-snatching, when the particle is pulled out from the underlying 
metal layer. The structure of the particles shows the evidence of 
separation from the surface and it represents (in combination with large 
particle sizes), an important characteristic. 
Figure 2.9 shows examples of the large bronze particles. 
 
Figure 2.9 - Examples of large particles made from bronze 
Bronze particles are the pieces of the ball-bearing separator that was 
resigned and cracked as a result of centrifugal force. This separator along 
with ball creates a lot of non-ferrous particles. They are appeared in 
ferrography as small amount of steel is deposited on the surface of it and 
make them poorly magnetized. 
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Therefore, these classes of particles may be used to characterize the 
processes of deterioration of hydraulic units; the particles characteristic 
parameters are the size, shape, and concentration. 
2.2 Methods of investigation of the parameters of wear particles 
 
According to the international classification ISO 21018-1 there are the 
following basic methods of particle inspection inside of hydraulic 
systems classified by the method of getting sample (ISO 21018-1, 2003): 
OFF-LINE, ON-LINE and the IN-LINE.  
When using OFF-LINE method (Figure 2.10) sample of liquid 
withdrawn from the hydraulic stream in a special sampling tube, isolated 
and analyzed in a special lab. This lab may include microscopes and 
instruments for automatic analysis of wear particles. 
 
Figure 2.10 - Methods of sampling hydraulic fluid from the hydraulic 
system 
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ON-LINE method (Figure 2.10) involves the analysis of liquid samples, 
which is withdrawn from the main stream of hydraulic liquid. After that 
it passes through a special hydrodynamic unit (HDU) to reduce the 
temperature and pressure. Analysis carried out by the sensor. Then the 
liquid sample can be returned to the main stream or removed from the 
system in the drain line. 
IN-LINE method is that the hydrodynamic unit is mounted directly in the 
stream along with the sensor. Only this method offers continuous 
observation of fluid contamination level (particles) at the operating 
values of the temperature and pressure. 
In (Logvinov, 2002) various methods mentioned above were analyzed in 
terms of objectivity (Bobylev, 1979; Logvinov, 1988). Four methods 
were compared: 1) investigation of the selected samples in the lab by 
OFF-LINE method; 2) using an automatic particle counter by 
continuously pouring the sample liquid into a sample tube of AZG-975 
device, that is also the OFF-LINE method; 3) based on using the outlet 
sensor (OS-04 was taken as an example) - ON-LINE method; 4) analysis 
using system based on built into the hydraulic system sensors (FOTON-
965) - IN-LINE method. 
As a result of analysis, the following conclusions were made. A 
significant discrepancy should be noted between the results of 5-10 
micron range particles measurement in case of using microscope 
(Method 1) and in-line (method 4). There is significantly large numbers 
of these particles in case of analysis using microscope. This confirms the 
fact that the inspection of fluid cleanliness using samples according to 
off-line method has insufficient objectivity due to the significant 
influence of sampling tube cleanliness and pollution deposition of 
particles from the air (Logvinov, 1992; Fitch, 1988; Timirkeev, 1986). In 
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addition, the results may be distorted due to the presence of air bubbles 
in the sample taken from high pressure. The sedimentation of the particle 
on the sample tube is also crucial factor. To conclude, the accuracy of 
the method 1) is sufficient in case of high level of fluid contamination. 
The accuracy is increasing when the level of contamination is also 
increasing. 
Comparisons of the results obtained using in-line type ‘FOTON-965’ 
(method 4) and the device ‘AZG-975’ (Method 2) reveals a good 
correlation in particle range 5-10 microns and low correlation in a large 
range. This fact can be explained by low clearance of a sampling tap 
needed for decreasing the pressure in the hydraulic flow. In other words, 
getting the sample from the hydraulic system by the sample tap has low 
objectivity for the particles larger than 10 microns due to "filter effect" 
of the sampling tap. 
The results obtained using the systems ‘FOTON-965’ (method 4), and 
‘OS-04’ (method 3) show significant difference of the particle quantity 
for the fraction 25-50 microns. A smaller number of particles it that 
range obtained by 3) can be explained by a large extent and a large 
number of bends in the supply lines to the system OS-04 on which 
sedimentation processes of large particles play significant role. However, 
the amount of particle size in range of 10-25 microns showed good 
correlation for both methods. 
Thus, the highest objectivity has the method based on the built in 
sensors, so called IN-LINE method, when the sensor is a part of the 
hydraulic pipe. The inspection of particles should be performed at 
operating fluid pressure and flow rate, for example using instruments 
similar to the ‘FOTON-965’. 
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Using the in-line monitoring of particles have also an improved usability 
compared to the off-line:  
1. No error is added due to the additional pollution of the sample by 
its slinger and filtering; 
2. The possibility of monitoring ultra-clean fluids (cleanliness class 
00-5 according to GOST 17216-2001);  
3. There is no need for a "clean" room for testing, as it is required by 
using a microscope;  
4. High reproducibility of the results in the same hydraulic system 
without changing modes;  
5.  The ability to inspect the difference in the system liquid 
cleanliness in a real time by the analysis of different test points;  
6. There is no need for skilled operator and staff who deal with the 
analysis. 
Modern in-line sensors have a very wide range of possible application 
(Logvinov, 1992) in hydraulic systems for various purposes, and may be 
tailored for the solutions of a wide variety of technical problems, related 
to the investigation of particulate pollutant. The developed instruments 
can perform the results of the purity class analysis in accordance with 
ISO-4406, GOST 17216-71 and NAS-1638. 
As follows from (Logvinov, 1992), the wear particles in hydraulic fluid 
can be transported to a considerable distance that is simplified the 
selection of the point in the hydraulic system where to put in-line 
sensors. According to (Logvinov, 1992), 80-90% of wear particles in 
hydraulic systems are the particles with size less than 30-40 microns. 
The particles of this size are well transported by the flow in the most of 
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hydraulic systems. Consequently, the most objectively the state of 
hydraulic system can be characterized by the particle sizes in the range 
(3 ... 15) microns. 
In-line sensors installation point should be selected on the basis of the 
following considerations. One of the sensors is mounted directly on the 
pump outlet that allows evaluating its operational condition. The second 
sensor can be used to evaluate the performance of the filter and is also 
used to monitor the fluid cleanliness at the entrance of the actuator. The 
third sensor determines the degree of contamination of the liquid at the 
outlet of the actuator; therefore, using second and third sensors reveals 
the information about the state of the actuator. Fourth sensor can be 
installed in the drain pipe and can be used to control that filter efficiency. 
2.3 Investigation of parameters of wear particles based on the 
photoelectric (optical) method 
 
The most efficient method of monitoring wear particles is a photoelectric 
or optical method, as it provides sufficient accuracy and allows 
analyzing of particles from different materials (Logvinov, 1992). Optical 
method has several advantages over other methods of analysis of wear 
particle parameters such as piezoelectric, eddy current, contact-charging, 
and others (Logvinov, 1992). 
On the basis of the photoelectric method of analysis a series of 
instruments was developed in the lab ONIL-16. There are modifications 
with different characteristics and purposes. Among these instruments are 
analyzers which determine integrated options of the pollutant (for 
example, overall concentration of all particles, regardless of size) and 
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particle size distribution of pollutant. ‘AZG’ and ‘PHOTON’ are 
instruments for particle size distribution analysis. 
The photoelectric method can also be used for the identification of the 
presence of liquid inside of hydraulic fluid in case its optical 
characteristics are different from each other, for example water in 
petroleum products (Logvinov, 1992; Logvinov, 1990). 
It should be noted that the use of in-line automatic particle counters is 
limited by its actual sensitivity. The sensitivity of in-line particle counter 
is the minimum equivalent diameter (Henk, Merkus, 2009) of the 
detected particle. The in-line sensor "PHOTON" has sensitivity level at 
about 5 microns. This sensitivity allows effectively monitor the status of 
aerospace hydraulic systems with the working pressure of 25 ... 30 MPa. 
The clearances between friction surfaces inside such systems are not less 
than 5 microns. However, modern hydraulic systems tend to have higher 
operational pressure, therefore the clearances is reduced. High pressure 
allows to improve the weight and size characteristics of the hydraulic 
systems and to achieve a high power and performance. According to the 
forecasts, the optimal fluid pressure should be roughly 50 MPa. As a 
result, the clearances should be approximately 1 ... 3 microns. As was 
mentioned before the characteristic size of the particles to be created will 
be also in the same range. Thus, it is crucial to improve the limit of the 
sensitivity of existing in-line sensors.  
The method to improve sensitivity was proposed in (Kudryavtsev, 1999), 
it was based on using narrow aperture and integration of the output 
signal. The narrow aperture is substantially reduces noise associated with 
the irradiance of the detector by direct light. In this case the amplitude of 
the sensor output signal depends on the particle size and velocity. This 
method is sufficient in case of a uniform particle velocity distribution in 
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the measuring channel. However, there is a laminar flow in the channel 
and the parabolic particle velocity distribution (Loytsiansky, 1973). The 
difference in particle velocities causes fluctuation of the output signal 
amplitudes for the particles with the same size floating at the different 
points in the channel cross section, respectively (Kudryavtsev, 1999). 
The correction of that fact based on the particle velocity measurement is 
also difficult, because the narrow aperture substantially decreases the 
pulse width generated by the particle, for which a very fast measuring 
system is necessary. This is also significantly complicates the schematic 
to sustain the stable light intensity in the channel. 
One more method to increase the sensitivity was proposed in 
(Malchikov, 2009); it was based on mathematical approximation of the 
histogram of particle size distribution. According to this method, the 
information about the number of particles less than 5 microns is obtained 
on the basis of measurements made for particles greater than 5 microns. 
However, this method might have inaccuracies, for example in case of 
initial washing of the hydraulic system after producing there will be a lot 
of particles with different sizes and normal particle size distribution can 
be distorted, the approximation would fail as well. It is difficult to 
predict their appearance. The use of filters in hydraulic systems can also 
distort the real particle size distribution (Timirkeev, 1986) and influence 
the accuracy of approximation as well. 
In-line sensors also have the limit on the maximum particle 
concentration to be measured with the inaccuracy no more than (10 ... 
15) %. The vast majority of hydraulic systems in aerospace have the 
concentration of particles corresponds to the (8 ... 12) class of liquid 
purity (Timirkeev, 1986; Bashta, 1986) according to the GOST 17216-
2001. This limit relates to the coincidence of the particles in the 
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measurement volume in case of using relatively large single photodiode. 
However, as was carried out in the previous sections, the hydraulic 
system failure may causes creation of wear particles with the very high 
concentration level. Furthermore, an increasing sensitivity of in-line 
sensors requires the increased limit of concentration in order to count 
particles in the size range 1...5 microns. The reason is the log-normal 
particle size distribution (Timirkeev, 1986; Belyanin, 1982), which 
means that the smaller the particle size, the higher their concentration. It 
is not possible to use dilution of sample by clean liquid in this case 
compared to off-line method. Ultimately, there is a task to increase the 
maximum concentration to be measured by in-line sensors. 
One of the methods to analyze liquids with the high particle 
concentration is the measurement of the average value of the output 
photoelectric signal. This method allows evaluating an integrated 
pollution response (total cross-sectional area particles). The main 
drawback of the integrated methods is inability to obtain the particle size 
distribution. Therefore, the use of such method for the evaluation of the 
hydraulic systems state is questionable. 
There was suggested a method for increasing the limit of the measured 
concentration on the basis of the analysis of the distribution of intervals 
between pulses using statistical processing (Kudryavtsev, 1999). This 
method is effective for assessing the concentration and the particle size 
distribution, but it does not allow obtaining accurate information about 
the size and number of individual wear particles. Such information is 
necessary, because as follows from the previous sections, the analysis of 
the particle type is the effective way to determine the state of the 
hydraulic units (ordinary wear process or coming failure). 
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Application of in-line sensors is also limited by the inability to determine 
form of individual particles, which is an important factor in classification 
of the particles according to the above classes for the purpose of 
determine the type of wear components and the actual technical 
condition, and early identification of the point of failure of the hydraulic 
system (Logvinov, 1992; Foxboro Technical Bulletin, 1975). 
The application of in-line sensors is also limited by the inability to 
determine the shape of individual particles, which is an important factor 
in classification of the particles according to the particle types for the 
purpose of determination of the type of wear process in hydraulic units 
and the actual operational condition, as well as early identification of the 
coming failure. 
To sum up, it is very necessary to develop methods and instruments to 
determine, firstly, the particle size less than 5 microns (to have an 
improved sensitivity), secondly, to obtain the particle size distribution in 
case of high concentration of the particles and, thirdly, receive 
information about the shape of the each particles. 
The implementation of such methods and instruments should lead to the 
automated diagnostic process in order to get the information about the 
state of hydraulic units in a real time by the analysis of changes in 
parameters of wear particles (size and concentration) in a liquid. 
Consequently, the development of improved instruments is needed that 
can deal with the analysis in a higher particle concentration (up to 10
6
 
particles/ml). It can be done by improving their design, using the matrix 
of sensitive elements or image sensor, as well as the use of appropriate 
methods of processing the output signal. Additional requirements are 
that the improvements should not complicate the manufacturing 
technology and should not reduce the reliability of the in-line sensor as it 
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works in arduous conditions such as high pressure and vibration 
(Logvinov, 1992). 
An increased field of application of instruments for particle investigation 
requires also extending of the range of particle sizes to be investigated. 
Usually, there is the quadratic dependence between the particle size and 
the amplitude of the output pulse, which leads to the necessity to look for 
solutions to handle signals with a large dynamic range, or changing the 
measurement principle of getting the output signal. Additionally, the 
presence of several particles in the measuring volume requires 
implementing signal processing algorithms with high resolution. 
Using in-line sensors assumes a measurement of sample liquid volume. 
The accuracy of particle concentration measurement is directly related to 
the accuracy of sample volume determination (Kudryavtsev, 1997). The 
particle velocity distribution throughout the sample tube should also be 
taken into account (Kudryavtsev, 1999) as well as possible flow rate 
fluctuations. It should be noted that the concentration of wear particles is 
the key factor in the analysis of the state of the hydraulic system, 
because in case of constant speed of washing out particles from the 
contact area, concentration characterizes the rate of destruction of the 
friction surfaces (Logvinov, 1992). 
The sensor with matrix photodetector or image sensor (CMOS or CCD) 
can be used to address all the tasks mentioned above. Each matrix 
element (pixel) has a substantially smaller size (up to 2 micrometers), 
than currently used photodiodes and has a low noise. The pixel size is 
nearly the same as the particle size; therefore it maximizes signal to 
noise ratio. This factor can be used for the sensitivity improvement of 
the in-line sensor. The maximum concentration limit can also be 
improved using matrix sensor, as it might be possible to distinguish 
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between several particles simultaneously present in the measurement 
volume. The matrix photodetector can give the information about 
particle shape that is true for the relatively large particles.  Image sensor 
also expands the dynamic range of particle sizes as it becomes possible 
to evaluate their size not only by the charge level of pixel, but also by the 
number of dark pixels. In addition, image sensor can be used to 
determine the particle coordinate in the measuring volume and thus, it 
becomes possible to correct the measured flow rate in accordance with 
the particle velocity distribution in the channel, and therefore, the 
volume of the analyzed liquid can be measured more accurately. 
The design of instruments based on the matrix photodetectors or image 
sensors (CMOS or CCD) and using embedded microcontrollers and 
digital signal processors (DSP) offers the possibility of handling the 
information in real time. The automatic monitoring is also should be 
possible; therefore the cumulative effect of using image sensor is an 
improved objectivity of getting the diagnostic information about the state 
of hydraulic units as well as about the state of hydraulic liquid. 
2.4 Instruments for measuring the parameters of the particles 
 
There are photoelectric and optical methods and instruments from the 
application areas that are different from hydraulics. They have relatively 
low sensitivity and high level of measured concentration; they also can 
determine the particle size and shape. However, their use as the in-line 
sensors in hydraulic systems in a real time has substantial limitations. 
The majority of analogues are based on the method of laser diffraction 
(Henk, Merkus, 2009). The particles in this method scatter the parallel 
laser light on a constant angle, the value of which depends on the 
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equivalent diameter of the particles. Scattered by particles light reaches 
the detectors arranged as a half of ring. Particle size is characterized by a 
certain angle of scattering. Thus, the estimated energy distribution is 
measured by the arranged radially and symmetrically sensor elements, 
and then particle size distribution is calculated. Nowadays, there are 
several well-known laser particle size analyzers such as ‘SALD-2300’, 
‘Microsizer 201’, ‘Microtrac S3500’, ‘Analysette 22’, ‘Mastersizer 
2000’ and others. 
For example, a laser diffraction particle size analyzer ‘Analysette 22’ 
made by firm ‘Fritsch’ is an instrument for different application in order 
to determine the particle size distribution of suspensions, emulsions and 
powders. It has a measurement range of 0.1 to 600 microns. The 
disadvantages of this instrument in terms of use in in-line sensors are 
followings:  1) a complicated optical system that requires an alignment 
process and careful maintenance, which is not acceptable inside of 
hydraulic systems; 2) this instrument is used for off-line sample 
monitoring; 3) it is not possible to obtain the information about the 
particle shape. 
Analyzer ‘Mastersizer 2000’ (Figure 2.11) produced by the company 
‘Malvern Instruments’ is intended to measure the particle size 
distribution in emulsions, suspensions and dry powders and aerosols by 
laser diffraction. It measures the particle sizes in the range of 0.02 
microns to 2000 microns. The composition is based on the hard 
foundation with the installed laser transmitter unit and receiver unit, the 
interconnection space is protected by security cover, which is equipped 
with a locking device of the laser beam at the opening. This instrument is 
also for off-line analysis and has the same disadvantages as above. 
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       Figure 2.11 —Mastersizer 2000 
 Thus, the laser diffraction method allows determining the particle size in 
a very wide range from tens of nanometers to hundreds of micrometers. 
However, instruments based on this principle are not suitable for in-line 
sensor composition in order to monitor the hydraulic systems and they 
do not determine the particle shape. They are also very complex, large 
and expensive. The prices of such instruments are in the range 10…30 
thousand pounds. 
There are instruments on the basis of microscopic method using optics 
and cameras (Harrigan, 1997). For example, ‘Morphologi G3’ - particle 
images analyzer, developed by Malvern Instruments. This instrument is 
based on digital image processing and fully automated microscope, 
which allows identification of a particle size from 0.5 microns to 1000 
microns, and particle shape can also be investigated (Figure 2.12). 
‘Morphologi G3’ uses ‘Nikon’optical system and high-definition 
camera. Automatic processing and visual representation ensure 
reliability and clarity of the results. 
This device has all the disadvantages of the microscopic method, 
described above, the main of which is the low objectivity of hydraulic 
systems monitoring, because it requires careful preparation and a test of 
the sample in a clean room. 
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Figure 2.12 - Analyzer ‘Morphologi G3’ 
Analyzer ‘LNF-C’ (Figure 2.13), developed by ‘Lockheed Martin’ 
together with the ‘Naval Research Laboratory’ provides automatic 
particle counting suspended in a liquid, evaluation of their sizes in 
accordance with the purity classes according to ASTM and ISO. 
The operating principle of the ‘LNF-C’ is based on the images of 
particles capturing by camera with magnifying lens. The light source is a 
laser. The device allows detecting the particles as low as 4 microns at a 
maximum particle concentration up to 5000000 pcs per ml. 
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Figure 2.13 - Analyzer ‘LNF-C’ 
‘LNF-C’ also includes particle type classifier software suitable for 
particle sizes more than 20 microns.  
 
Figure 2.14 - Shapes of wear particles obtained by ‘LNF-C’ analyzer 
This classifier can distinguish the particle type of different wear 
processes such as cutting, sliding and fatigue (Figures 2.14, 2.15). 
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The disadvantages of the ‘LNF-C’ analyzer are that it has not sufficient 
sensitivity of 4 microns only and it analyzes off-line samples only. 
 
Figure 2.15 - Example of morphological analysis of wear particles 
There are methods and instruments for investigation of different flows in 
liquid and air. These instruments can measure the flow rate by the 
measurement of speed of the particle in the flow. They are called 
‘particle image velocimetry (PIV)’ (Rinkevicius, 1990; Raffel, 1998). 
These techniques are used in an open liquid and gas flows and are not 
suitable to implement it as in-line instrument for hydraulic system. 
‘Lens-free microscopy’ is a novel technique (Ozcan, 2012a) suitable for 
investigation of very little objects sometimes as low as several 
nanometers in length without any lenses. It uses the LED, image sensor 
and a pinhole as a setup (Figure 2.16). This technique is based on the 
analysis of the diffraction pattern in order to restore the initial particle 
image. 
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Figure 2.16 – Lens-free microscope for investigation of biological 
objects (Ozcan, 2012a) 
 However, the composition of this instrument is not suitable to use it in 
arduous conditions such as high level of vibration and pressure. In 
addition, the algorithm to restore particle image is iterative and relatively 
slow for fast moving particles in hydraulic liquids. The implementation 
of such algorithm would not allow obtaining information in a real time. 
Generally, to conclude the chapter, the analysis of existing techniques 
and instruments shows that their implementation for in-line monitoring 
of particles inside of hydraulic systems is questionable. Therefore, the 
new technique and instrument is needed for such purpose. This new 
technique and instrument should be based on matrix photodetector or 
image sensor, should have reliable composition that is stable in high 
pressure and vibration. It is not possible to implement any optical 
systems or lenses. The image processing algorithms should give the 
information about particle size, concentration and shape in a real time. 
The novel mathematical model is needed in order to describe the signal 
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of the image sensor influenced by such not focused blurry image of the 
particle. 
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Chapter 3 The mathematical model of the in-line CMOS image 
matrix sensor for investigation of particles in hydraulic liquids 
  
  One of the most effective ways to diagnose the state of a hydraulic 
system is to perform an investigation of the particles in the hydraulic 
liquids.  The sizes of such particles range from 2 to 200 µm and their 
concentration and shape reveal important information about the current 
state of equipment and the necessity of maintenance.  In-line automatic 
particle counters (APC), which are built into the hydraulic system, are 
widely used for determination of particle size and concentration. These 
counters are based on a single photodiode and a light emitting diode 
(LED); however, these provide no information about particle shapes, and 
samples of liquid are needed for analysis using microscope or industrial 
video camera in order to get such information.  The act of obtaining the 
sample leads to contamination by other particles from the air or from the 
sample tube, meaning that the results can be corrupted. The solution 
proposed in this thesis is to use the CMOS or CCD matrix sensor 
without lens.  In this case the matrix sensors are put into the liquid 
channel of the hydraulic system and illuminated by LED.  This system 
could be stable in arduous conditions such as high pressure and vibration 
of the hydraulic system; however, the image or signal obtained from that 
matrix sensor needs to be processed differently to what would be 
obtained from a microscope or industrial video camera because of the 
relatively short distance between the LED and the sensor.  In this chapter 
a mathematical model of an in-line sensor based on CMOS and LED is 
introduced, which can be built into hydraulic system. A computational 
algorithm and results are also provided, which can be useful for the 
calculation of particle sizes and shapes using the signal from the CMOS 
image sensor. 
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3.1 General model for in-line CMOS matrix sensor 
3.1.1 Introduction to the general model for in-line CMOS matrix 
sensor 
 
Most automatic particle counters that are built into hydraulic systems 
(in-line) are based on the use of a single photodiode as a photo-sensor.  
This approach has advantages: the relatively small size of the sensor, low 
cost and high reliability; however, it is not possible to distinguish 
particle shapes. Particle shapes provide important information about the 
processes within hydraulic systems (Fitch, 2002; Michael, Wanke and 
McCambridge, 2007). Additional problem is that, photodiodes constrain 
the sensitivity and maximum concentration limit.   
In this thesis the use of a matrix sensor is proposed, in order to deal 
with the mentioned problems. A Matrix sensor consists of several 
relatively small photodiodes with an integration scheme, a digitizer and 
an interface on the crystal.  CMOS and CCD matrix sensors are widely 
used for obtaining images in different applications. 
It is necessary to create a model of the light levels captured at each 
photodiode of the CMOS as it should give the information about 
particles between the LED and CMOS image sensor. 
There are several mathematical models reported in the literature 
(Logvinov, 1995; Logvinov, 1992; Kudryavtsev, 1999), which predict 
the data that would be provided by photoelectric particle sensors, 
illuminated by the LED, and at the same time, partially shaded by the 
presence of a particle.  Each of these models utilizes the light blocking 
method (ISO 21501-1, 2009; Walker, 2013). In this method, the particle 
size is estimated by relating the change of light intensity to the 
illuminated cross-sectional area of the particle within the sensor volume.  
This change in light intensity is estimated using a photodiode.  Figure 
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3.1 reflects the typical composition of such a sensor consisting of a glass 
tube coated by nontransparent material with a small slot at its centre.  
Light from the LED passes through the slot to the photo-sensor. 
 
z x
y
Flow input
photosensor
aperture
Flow output
b
LED
H
L
nontransparent
coating
glass
 
Figure 3.1 Typical composition of the optoelectronic part of the in-line 
sensor 
 
The model is described in (Kudryavtsev, 1999) on the basis of 
geometrical optics.  This model can be used for determining sensitivity 
and estimating the accuracy as a function of the position of the particle 
within the volume.  The sensor proposed is based on the matrix CMOS 
photo-sensor, instead of a single photodiode. This has a similar to 
described in (Kudryavtsev, 1999) composition with exception of 
necessity of aperture because pixel area is much smaller than photodiode 
area. In this case, the mathematical model should be modified to present 
the signal that is obtained from CMOS matrix. 
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3.1.2 The general mathematical model of the in-line CMOS matrix 
sensor 
 
The mathematical model described in this chapter is based on the 
assumption that LED and CMOS matrix sensor can be represented as 
equivalent planes that consist of several unit elements. Each unit is 
effectively a pixel as illustrated in Figure 3.2. This assumption is 
certainly appropriate for a CMOS matrix sensor and can be shown to be 
applicable for an LED. An LED consists of a lens and a small crystal in 
its focus. This composition can be considered to be optically equivalent 
to a significantly larger area in the higher distance, emitting light through 
the lens (Kudryavtsev, 1999). 
The LED modelled as a plane with dimensions of 
SA  and SB .  The 
Cartesian coordinates of lower left corner are denoted as (
0Sx , 0Sy , H ).  
The LED unit element has dimensions dx and dywith coordinates 
depending on its position that can be described as (
Sx , Sy ,H ).  The size 
of the CMOS matrix sensor is represented by AR and BR.  The lower left 
matrix corner has Cartesian coordinates (0, 0, 0).  Each pixel has 
dimensions x  and ywith coordinates ( mx , my ,0 ).  A particle that is 
placed between the LED and the CMOS matrix has coordinates (
px , py , 
pz ) of its mass centre.  
The output signal from the matrix sensor can be evaluated as two 
dimensional signal that consist of the signals obtained from each pixel 
mmU .  In the case of the absence of a particle the signal can be 
determined using following relation (Stempkovsky, Shilin, 2003): 
 
exp
1 1 1 1 1
0
( , ) ( , )
 
   
m m
m m
t x x y y
mm 1
x y
U k E x ,y t P x y dx dy dt ,                   (3.1) 
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where 
expt  stands for exposure time, 1 1( , , )E x y t denotes irradiance of the 
point with coordinates 
1 1( , )x y , k  denotes the coefficient of 
proportionality. 
1 1( , )P x y stands for special conversion function that is 
defined by the quantum efficiency of the photo-sensor and other 
characteristics, settings of the matrix etc. 
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Figure 3.2 The geometry of the in-line CMOS matrix sensor 
 
The total irradiance of the pixel can be determined for the case of 
constant radiant exitance of light source (Stempkovsky, Shilin, 2003), 
and in the absence of a particle, using following equation (Kogan, 1983): 
 
 
2
1 1 2
)
 

  
s0 s s0 s
s0 s0
x B y A
x y
M cos (
E(x ,y ,t) dydx
l
,                              (3.2) 
 
where M stands for radiant exitance;   denotes angle between 
perpendicular line drawn to the surface of the photo-sensor and line that 
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connects the light source unit and  the unit of the photo-sensor; l  stands 
for distance between these units.  As follows from Figure 3.1 the   
angle can be determined geometrically using following equation: 
 
 
1
2 2 2 2
1 1
arccos
( ) ( )
 
     
H
x x y y H
,                                 (3.3) 
 
If the light unit source illuminates according to the Lambert law 
(Ivanov, 2003; Korolev, 1966), the irradiance 
1 1( , , )E x y t  made by that 
unit source with radiant exitance 
1M can be estimated as (Epstein, 1990): 
 
 11
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 22
 
  
     
s s s s
s s s s
dx dy dy dxM
E arctg arctg
H dx H dx H dy H dy
,   (3.4) 
 
The total irradiance of the entire matrix sensor can be calculated using 
integration according to equation (3.2). 
If there is a particle between the light source and the matrix, the 
relation (3.1) should be rewritten. In order to do so, it should be assumed 
that particle absorbs light totally, which means that if the particle shape 
is intersected by the light ray, then the irradiance made by that light ray 
is null.  In the case where the light ray is not intersected by the particle, 
the irradiance can be estimated using (3.4), therefore, (3.1) can be 
transformed as follows: 
 
 
exp
1 1 1 1 1
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( , ) ( , ) ( )
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m m
m m
t x x y y
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x y
U k E x ,y t P x y H dx dy dt ,             (3.5) 
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where ( )H is the unit step function (Volkov, Kanatnikov, 2002),   
denotes the fact of whether the light ray is intersected by the particle or 
not, and    depends on 1 1, , , , ( ), ( ), ( )p p px y x y x t y t z t .  The geometrical 
task of   determination can be considered as the task of intersection 
between the line and a surface of a particle. 
The line that connects light source unit (
Sx , Sy ,H ) with matrix unit     
(
mx , my ,0 ) can be described using following relation (Beklemishev, 
2005): 
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 
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,                           (3.6) 
 
The equation (3.6) can be represented in a parametric form with w  
parameter:  
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In case of intersection between the line and the surface, following 
equation should have the real solution: 
 
     0 0 0, ), 0            m s p m s p m s px x w x x y y w y y z z w z z ,    (3.8) 
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The implemented algorithm was based on equations (3.1) – (3.8) and 
the method of ray tracing.  The result is illustrated as a picture, showing 
the shadow from the particle.  The signal without particle (calculated 
using (3.2) – (3.4)) was also used as a reference in order to determine the 
equivalent diameter De of the particle (Logvinov, 1995; Henk, Merkus, 
2009).  The equivalent diameter means the diameter of the sphere with 
the same volume as a real particle has.  The difference between signal 
with and without the particle can be used for particle size estimation as it 
is described in chapter 4.2.2, equation (4.10). 
The proposed simulation is aimed to determine relation between 
equivalent diameter of the particle and in-line sensor (Figure 3.1) 
parameters.  These parameters are sizes of the light plane 
SA  and SB , the 
distance between this plane and matrix sensor H , the distance between 
particle and matrix sensor 
pz .  
3.1.3 The results of mathematical modelling using general model 
 
The real sensor dimensions are following: the minimum distance 
between the particle and matrix sensor is determined by the thickness of 
CMOS matrix’s glass (roughly 1 mm) and the thickness of glass plate 
(roughly 1 mm) as it is shown in Figure 3.1. The maximum distance 
measured from the particle to the matrix photo-elements depends also on 
the channel depth (roughly 1 mm). Therefore, the particle 
pz  coordinate 
varies from 2 up to 3 mm. H  and 
pz  are measured along with the same z 
axis. 
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Figure 3.3 The relationship between the equivalent diameter of particle 
and the distance between matrix sensor and source of light 
 
 
Figure 3.3 presents the relation between the equivalent diameter De 
and the distance between the matrix and the source of light, for the case 
of the particle having an equivalent diameter of 10 µm and for the case 
of different but fixed 
pz - coordinates of the particle. The model was 
calibrated at the H distance of 100 mm. 
As follows from the Figure 3.3, the equivalent diameter increases 
significantly depending on the contracted distance between matrix sensor 
and source of light H . Equivalent diameter varies from initial size of 10 
µm at 100 mm distance (not shown in figure) up to approximately 160-
200 µm at the distance of 10 mm. The increasing influence of the 
pz - 
coordinate on the equivalent diameter should also be mentioned. 
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H  = 10 mm H = 30 mm 
(a) (b) 
 
Figure 3.4. The relationship between equivalent diameter of particle and 
real diameter. These graphs were obtained for different distance H
between matrix sensor and light source. 
 
Figure 3.4 illustrates dependence between equivalent and original 
diameter Dr of the particle at the distances of 10 and 30 mm. The sensor 
was calibrated for 
pz = 2 mm. Figure 3.4 shows that the particle with 
diameter 20 µm can be incorrectly measured as the particle with 
diameter ~25 µm in case of H = 10 mm and 
pz = 3 mm and roughly the 
same size in the case of H = 30 mm.  
Figure 3.5 represents the two dimensional discrete signal obtained 
from the matrix sensor as a result of the simulation using the same 
conditions as in Figure 3.4. 
According to the Figure 3.5 it should be mentioned that the particle 
shadow is more similar to the particle shape in the case of 30 mm 
distance between the matrix and the source of light. The dimensions of 
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the central spot between (c) and (d) varied more than between (a) and 
(b). 
 
 
 
pz = 2 mm pz = 3 mm 
H = 30 mm 
  
 (a) (b) 
H = 10 mm 
  
 (c) (d) 
Figure 3.5 The two dimensional discrete signal obtained from the matrix 
as a result of simulation. 
 
Figure 3.6 illustrates the relationship between equivalent diameter and 
the area of light source S. This area can be determined by multiplication 
of 
SA  and SB . As follows from Figure 3.6, the equivalent diameter 
increases simultaneously with increasing of the light source area and can 
be approximated using the square root function.  As follows from Figure 
3.7, the increased area of the light source influences the particle shadow 
in terms of its similarity to the particle shape. 
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Figure 3.6. The relationship between equivalent diameter of particle and 
the area of the light source. 
 
 S = 7 mm
2 
S = 27 mm
2
 
H = 20 mm, 
pz = 2 mm 
  
 (a) (b) 
Figure 3.7. The two dimensional discrete signal obtained from the matrix 
as a result of simulation 
3.1.4 Discussion of the general model 
 
As follows from Figure 3.3, the signal level or De increased significantly 
as a consequence of decreased distance between light source and the 
matrix.  For example, it was only 10 µm of equivalent diameter at the 
distance of 100 mm and about 200 µm at the distance of 10 mm.  There 
is an increase more than 20 times.  This dependence might be explained 
and approved by the inverse-square law.  This might be used to improve 
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the sensitivity of the sensor; however, having a short distance between 
the light source and the matrix decreases the accuracy of the sensor.  
Generally, accuracy influenced by several factors, one of the most 
significant is the random position of the particle within the sensor 
channel.  The distance between light source and matrix sensor influences 
the sensitivity of the sensor to the changing of particle 
pz  coordinate. 
The 
pz  coordinate differences for particles in the sensor channel cannot 
be lower than approximately 1 mm.  Figure 3.3 shows that particles with 
the same actual size will be determined as particles with different sizes 
depending on the distance between matrix sensor and the source of light. 
The closer the light source is to the matrix, the error in particle size 
estimation is higher. This is illustrated more clearly in Figure 3.4, where 
the comparison was made between particle size estimation for two fixed 
distances 10 mm and 30 mm.  The sensor was calibrated at 
pz coordinate 
2 mm. If the particle flows at the 3 mm 
pz  coordinate, the determined 
size will be roughly 25 µm instead of real size of 20 µm for the distance 
10 mm and it will be quite the same (approximately 20 µm) at the 
distance 30 mm.  The difference looks clearer for relatively big particles, 
therefore, it could be recommended of choosing an appropriate distance 
between light source and matrix sensor in order to satisfy both sensitivity 
and accuracy of the sensor.   
The distance H  between the light source and the matrix influences the 
shadow corresponding to the particle shape.  As follows from figure 3.6, 
the shadow is more blurry in the case of H distance is equal to 10 mm in 
comparison with 30 mm when 
pz coordinate varies from 2 mm to 3 mm 
and the shadow size changes more in case of H = 10 mm. 
An additional parameter that can be changed in order to improve the 
sensor sensitivity is the light source area S.  As it is shown in Figure 3.6, 
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the equivalent diameter depends on the area of the light source as square 
root relation.  This can also be predictable because the irradiance rises 
proportionally to the area of the light source and the signal rises 
proportionally to the area of the particle.  The equivalent diameter should 
vary with the square root of the light source area; however, increased 
source area might lead to the same drawbacks as was shown in case of 
shortH distance, for example, the blurry particle shadow.  This effect is 
illustrated in Figure 3.7.  In case of S = 7 mm
2
 the shape of the particle 
shadow is more accurate in comparison with S = 27 mm
2
.  The other 
parameters of the sensor were fixed H  = 20 mm and 
pz = 2 mm. 
The results obtained during simulation had good correlation with the 
basic laws of optics. The results that were obtained using proposed 
mathematical model confirm that the mathematical model would be 
suitable for implementation during the development of a real in-line 
CMOS matrix sensor, as it would be capable of estimating characteristics 
and choosing the correct parameters.  
 First of all, the use of a relatively short distance between light source 
and the matrix can be proposed, because this approach leads to the 
increased signal from a particle; however, the use of a shorter distance 
might cause a decrease in the sensor accuracy, as it is influenced by 
increased sensitivity to the 
pz coordinate of the particle.  It also affects 
the prediction of the shape of the particle using its shadow.  In addition, 
the increased area of the light source can be suggested in order to 
improve the sensitivity of the sensor; however, as shown in Figure 3.7, 
an increased light source area leads to decreased sensor accuracy similar 
to the case of contracting the distance between light source and matrix. 
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3.1.5 Conclusion to the general model 
 
The mathematical model of the in-line sensor based on matrix photo-
sensor has been proposed. The proposed model is based on the 
assumption that the LED and CMOS matrix sensor can be represented as 
equivalent planes with particle between them without utilizing any 
optical elements.  The simulation results obtained using a ray tracing 
algorithm show that the optimal characteristic of the sensor can be found 
in terms of choosing the appropriate distance between the LED and the 
CMOS matrix as well as the size of the LED.  It was shown that the 
signal level is controversial to the accuracy of the sensor.  The concrete 
values of sensor parameters should be determined using proposed 
mathematical model and obtained results. 
Additional investigation should be done for different pixel sizes (Wedd, 
2010).  The state-of-the-art matrix sensors have the minimum pixel size 
lower than 1 µm.  In this chapter the focus was on demonstration rather 
than on pixel sizes.  Further research should take into account the limit 
of pixel size. 
The proposed model should be implemented with more accuracy in 
case of particle sizes lower than several micrometers, because it might be 
influenced by interaction with the light.  This interaction is described 
generally by Mie theory and can lead to the bigger shadow as it was 
predicted by classical model.  In this study particles bigger than 10 µm 
are investigated, which have insignificant interaction with light.  Further 
research will be focused on investigation of the dependence between 
particle sizes in range 0.5 to 10 µm and the particle shadow dimension 
and its optical density when the light wavelength is fixed.  
Another issue is the influence of the liquid flow.  This study was 
aimed to investigate static images; however, there are several cases that 
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should be considered for different particle velocities and exposure time.  
This might lead to the necessity of processing particle tracks.   
 
3.2 Subpixel analysis of the signal from the CMOS matrix sensor  
 
The use of a single photodiode without a lens is the most common 
practice in case of in-line sensors (Logvinov, 1992); however, those 
sensors have restricted sensitivity because of signal noise, which is 
proportional to the size of the light sensitive area of photodiode. This 
size is relatively high compared with the particle size. In this chapter a 
sensor based on the CMOS matrix is proposed, in order to achieve higher 
sensitivity and accuracy. The sensitivity of the CMOS sensor can be 
estimated based on the equation (3.16) obtained for the response of a 
single pixel, illuminated by LED, for the case where the particle size is 
smaller than pixel size.  
 
Figure 3.8 Schematic showing a matrix sensor consisting of one pixel 
width line with a particle moving above and past it. 
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Particle floats above the surface of the matrix sensor as it is shown in 
Figure. 3.8. 
For the purposes of estimation it can be supposed, that the matrix 
surface is illuminated uniformly and the projection of the particle onto 
the sensor is of equal size and shape to the particle. The shape of the 
particle (Figure 3.8) can be described using the ( )R  function, and its 
area is 
pS . The symbol v  stands for the velocity of the particle. The 
numbers from 1 to 6 denote the position of the particle above the pixels 
of the matrix during the exposure time 
expt . The count starts with number 
‘1’. Each pixel has a size of p  and the total number of pixels is 
pN . 
Each pixel can be represented as a very small photodiode connected to 
a capacitor during the exposure time (Stempkovsky, Shilin, 2003). 
Therefore, this capacitor is charging by photocurrent 
pi ( t )  during 
exposure time and the capacitor accumulated the charge pq  after 
exposure time is elapsed: 
 
0
 
expt
p pq ( t ) i ( t )dt ,                                         (3.9) 
 
Figure 3.9 Photocurrent of the central pixel as it is shown in Figure 3.8  
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The dependence between photocurrent and time for the central pixel in 
Figure 3.8 is shown in Figure 3.9. Therefore, the charge accumulated by 
the central pixel can be determined as follows: 
  
0
  
   
        
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q i ( t )dt i ( t )dt i ( t )dt i ( t )dt i ( t )dt , (3.10) 
 
The result of integral (3.10) calculation can be presented in the 
following form: 
0 0     p exp p
p p
q I t I I
v v
,                               (3.11) 
where I0 and Ip are constant currents of the pixel not covered by the 
particle and covered by it respectively. 
The relation between I0 and Ip can be estimated using the area of the 
pixel and the area of the particle Sd : 
2
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,                                            (3.12) 
Therefore, using (3.12) the (3.11) can be rewritten as follows: 
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d
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S
q I t I
p v
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
,                                   (3.13) 
The I0 can be obtained using (3.9) as there was no particle under such 
pixel: 
0 0 0
0
  
expt
expq I dt I t ,                                   (3.14) 
Eventually, the level of the charge that is proportional to the particle is 
in the difference 
0   pq q q , therefore, (3.13) can be rewritten: 
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 
d
exp
S
q q
p v t
,                                         (3.15) 
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Figure 3.10 The 6 um pixel charge (measured in electrons), that was 
covered by particle with velocity 1 m/s depending on the exposure time. 
The blue line (square data point) stands for a particle size of 5 microns 
and red one (diamond data point) for a particle size of 2 microns. 
 
As follows from (3.15), it is necessary for the charge of 
0q to reach as 
near to saturation  as possible, in order to get a stronger signal from the 
particle. There are two approaches to achieve a state near saturation: 
either to increase the brightness of the LED, or to increase the exposure 
time. Figure 3.10 reflects the relationship between the value of the signal 
q  and the exposure time for the case in which the saturation of 0q  is 
reached by increased LED brightness. It should be mentioned that where 
saturation of 
0q  is obtainable, a short exposure time is preferable as the 
signal level is not distributed between several pixels.  
Signal to noise ratio can be estimated using following relation: 
0
exp
d
n
S q S
N q pvt
 ,                                                   (3.16) 
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where 
nq  stands for noise (in electrons) of pixel.  
The maximum sensitivity would be for the particle size equal to the pixel 
size, the minimum size of particle track is also one pixel size. Therefore, 
the maximum signal to noise ratio can be estimated as follows: 
0
n
S q
N q
,                                               (3.17) 
For MT9V032C12STM image sensor with pixel size 6 microns this 
relation can be calculated: 
46000
307
150
 
S
N
,                                                 (3.18) 
This is true for the particle and the pixel sizes are both of 6 micron. In 
case of the lower size of the particle, the level of signal is lower as well. 
In case of the signal to noise ratio equals to the level of 3, the minimum 
particle size to be identified is the following: 
0
150
6 3 0 6
46000
 
       
 
n
d
q S
S p .
q N
 microns 
Therefore, the potential sensitivity of the MT9V032C12STM image 
sensor is 0.6 microns. 
Nevertheless, typical CMOS matrix image sensors, for example, such as 
MT9V032, offer only the minimum 50 microseconds exposure time. 
This means that the signal obtained will represent a particle track rather 
than an instantaneous image of the particle.  In case of a particle velocity 
of 1 m/s, which is similar to the real conditions, this track would consist 
of at least 6 pixels. This factor decreases the potential sensitivity of the 
matrix sensor. There are two possible approaches to resolve this 
problem. One approach would be to use pulsed light from the LED. The 
alternative is to record and analyse the accumulated charge from several 
adjacent pixels.  
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Let 
nq  stands for the average noise (in electrons) of several adjacent 
pixels within the particle track. If it can be assumed that the noise 
associated with each pixel is independent, then: 
2 2 2
1 2 ( 1)...    n n n n Npq q q q ,                             (3.19) 
 where 
1nq , 2nq ,..., ( 1)n Npq  denote the noise in each pixel within the track 
between pixel 1 and pixel 1pN . 
Figure 3.11 shows the calculated signal to noise ratio, for the case of a 
2 microns particle, with and without consideration of electron 
accumulation. 
 
Figure 3.11 Signal to noise ratio for pixels (with the size of 6 
microns), that was covered by 2 micron particle with velocity 1 m/s 
depending on the exposure time. The blue line (square data point) stands 
for accumulated signal and red one (diamond data point) for the case 
without accumulation. 
 
Ultimately, it can be noted, that the achievable signal to noise ratio is 
approximately 3, for in-line sensors based on a single photodiode and for 
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particle sizes of 5 microns. Using a matrix sensor, even without any 
optics, it is possible to reach a signal to noise ratio of 10, even for 
smaller 2 microns particles. Therefore, CMOS matrix sensors can be 
recommended as a means for obtaining significant improvement in the 
sensitivity and accuracy of in-line sensors. 
 
3.3 Diffraction effects and numerical simulations using Huygens-
Fresnel principle  
 
The estimation of how diffraction influences the image on the surface 
of image senor is necessary for relatively small particles in size range of 
1…20 microns. However, the bigger ones also demonstrate some 
diffraction patterns. These patterns should be used for the composition of 
the sensor based on the LED laser instead of conventional LED. As 
shown below, these patterns or even their parameters can be used for 
particle size estimation. The suggested approach is different from the 
technique described in (Ozcan, 2012a) as it is based on analysis of 
diffraction pattern as it is without complicated and time consuming 
phase restoration. The simulation of diffraction pattern is based on the 
Huygens-Fresnel principle as it is relatively simple to make calculations.  
Huygens formulated the principle bearing his name in 1687 (Huygens, 
1690), and later, in 1816, Fresnel (Fresnel, 1816) showed, that this 
principle together with his own principle of interference, is able to 
explain various effects, including diffraction. In order to achieve this, 
Fresnel found that he needed to apply additional assumptions about the 
phase and amplitude of the secondary waves, and also an obliquity 
factor. These assumptions have no obvious physical foundation but led 
to predictions that agreed with many experimental observations. 
Nowadays, this principle is used in many textbooks for students as an 
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illustration of a classic diffraction theory. It is amazing, that without any 
Maxwell equations this technique provides very good results in many 
cases.  
The aim in this section is to investigate the applicability of the 
Huygens-Fresnel principle to the CMOS sensor data collection process 
based on the cases of diffraction pattern investigation. These cases are 
practically important for developing photoelectric particle counters, 
where the size of particle is calculated from the parameters of its shadow 
on a photoelectric matrix sensor. Main method of investigation is a 
numerical simulation based on the Huygens-Fresnel principle. Results 
are verified with the help of BeamProp software.   
3.3.1 Calculations using Fresnel transform 
 
One approach to calculating the diffraction resulting from a dark disc 
is to utilize the calculation of the diffraction resulting from an emitting 
circle, with radius R, and then applying the Babinet principle (Babinet, 
1837), which invokes the inverse lighting condition. A schematic for this 
is illustrated in Figure 3.12. 
 
Figure 3.12 The illustration for the implementation of Fresnel 
transform 
 
The input function of emitting light F0 can be introduced as following: 
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The Fresnel transform of F0 can be written as following: 
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, (3.21) 
where F(x, y, z) is the amplitude of the electrical field resulting from 
the light emitted from the circle.  
It is well known that Fourier transform from F0 is following: 
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Therefore, in order to calculate (3.21) using the Fourier transform 
result (3.22), it is necessary to reorganize equation (3.21): 
    0 , exp 2T u v i xu yv dudv
 
 
   ,                   (3.23) 
After some manipulations this equation can be obtained: 
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Or in the other form: 
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The last equation is similar to the Fourier transform in equation (3.23) 
with exception of a term in parabolic phase. This term makes impossible 
to implement known Fourier transform result. Therefore, it is hard to 
calculate such integral analytically; the numerical integration or 
simulation should be implemented. However, the direct numerical 
integration requires complicated calculation and is not time effective. 
Therefore, the simulation based on Huygens-Fresnel principle is 
proposed instead. 
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3.3.2 Simulation of a plane wave 
 
Firstly, it is worth to validate the simulation software based on the 
Huygens-Fresnel principle as well as the application of this principle to 
the CMOS sensor.  
It is obvious, that a plane wave propagating in loss-free space has the 
same amplitude in all points of a wave surface, which is a plane too. 
Huygens-Fresnel principle based software can be tested on a very simple 
numerical experiment, substituting a wave front by a number of 
elementary sources of the spherical wave as shown in Figure 3.13. 
Intensity at a viewpoint can be calculated using the formula: 
 
𝑢 =
𝐴
√𝐿2+𝐻2
∙ cos
2𝜋∙√𝐿2+𝐻2
λ
∙ cos 𝛼 ,                           (3.24) 
 
To simplify calculations it is reasonable to use symmetry, when our 
elementary sources will be represented by the small parts of a circle as 
shown in Figure 3.14. It can be assumed that the amplitude A of a 
spherical wave depends on the brightness B and an area of the source as 
follows: 
𝐴 = 𝐵 ∙ 𝑑𝑟 ∙ 𝑑𝑟 ,                                         (3.25) 
It is also can be set A=1, then from (3.25) 𝐵 =
1
𝑑𝑟2
. Then it is possible 
to compute the intensity of the wave in a viewpoint as a sum of 
intensities created by a number of elementary sources with regard to 
their phases. Since Huygens and Fresnel set no conditions on the size of 
elementary source, the limitations of the method can be investigated 
experimentally using proposed model.  
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Figure 3.13a  Optical way from 
source to a view point 
Figure 3.13b  Forming an 
elementary source 
 
{  
𝑈1 = 𝐴 ∙ cos 𝜑1                    
𝑈2 = 𝐴 ∙ cos(𝜑1 + ∆𝜑)
, where 𝜑2 = 𝜑1 + ∆𝜑. 
 
Following equation can be obtained as a solution: 
 
𝐴 =
√𝑈22+𝑈12−2𝑈1𝑈2 cos ∆𝜑
sin ∆𝜑
           (3.26) 
Figure 3.14  Calculation of the amplitude of resulting wave 
Since the sum of many sinewaves is a sinewave as well, it is possible 
to calculate its amplitude in a viewpoint, using a trick, shown in Figure 
3.14. 
Only the response in the viewpoint, lying just below the centre of the 
circle, can be calculated, as it is shown in Figure 3.15. Obviously, the 
resulting wave has the same intensity at all the points on the screen. 
Having in mind the symmetry of the picture it is possible to add the 
intensities obtained from all the elementary sources on the circumference 
identical and it should be consider the circumference with the area 
2𝜋𝑟 ∙ 𝑑𝑟 as a single elementary source. 
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Figure 3.15  Optical path between a source and the viewpoint 
 
The algorithm is described by the following equation: 
𝑢 = ∑
1
√𝑟2+𝐿2
cos (
2𝜋√𝑟2+𝐿2
λ
𝑅
𝑟 ) ∙
𝐿
√𝑟2+𝐿2
= ∑
𝐿
𝑟2+𝐿2
∙ cos 
2𝜋√𝑟2+𝐿2
λ
𝑅
𝑟 ,  (3.27) 
To calculate the amplitude of the wave the calculation should be 
repeated twice with the two different values for L. It this work 𝐿′ = 𝐿 +
λ
6
, was used, however, any other ∆𝐿 < λ will work. The source size R is 
selected arbitrarily, to obtain result independent of the distance from the 
wave front to the viewpoint. Results of the simulation are shown in 
Figure 3.16. It can be seen that the amplitude of resulting wave becomes 
stable for R=200000λ. Figure 3.17 shows the dependence of the resulting 
amplitude on the distance L, when К was selected R=500000 λ. 
 
Figure 3.16  Amplitude as a function of the source size R 
L=10000λ 
λ=0.5 
dr=0.01 
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Figure 3.17 Amplitude as a function of distance L 
 
It can be seen that, when distance does not exceed 10000λ, the 
amplitude is independent of the distance from the source to the 
viewpoint. It means that the algorithm provides a suitable approximation 
to the plane wave, so long as the source size is sufficiently large and the 
ratio R/L is greater than about 50. 
 
 
Figure 3.18  Dependence of the amplitude on the size of an elementary 
source 
 
Figure 3.18 illustrates the dependence of the amplitude on the size of 
elementary source (dr). The conclusion is that it is practically 
independent of the area of an elementary source. 
R=500000λ 
λ=0.5 
dr=0.01 
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3.3.3 Diffraction by a disc 
 
In calculating the results of the diffraction by a disc, it is also common 
to use Babinet’s principle (Babinet, 1837): ‘Assume B is the original 
diffracting body, and B' is its complement, i.e., a body that is transparent 
where B is opaque and opaque where B is transparent. The sum of the 
radiation patterns caused by B and B' must be the same as the radiation 
pattern of the unobstructed beam. In places where the undisturbed beam 
would not have reached, this means that the radiation patterns caused 
by B and B' must be opposite in phase, but equal in amplitude’. 
Thus, the diffraction pattern from a disc can be found by subtracting 
the pattern obtained using Huygens-Fresnel principle from the sources 
placed on the disc from the pattern calculated above. This approach is 
classic; however, typically it is used theoretical analysis with some 
assumptions. In the computational experiment presented here, 
straightforward numerical simulation is used. Figure 3.19 illustrates the 
basic schematic implemented in the simulation. The distance X from a 
certain primary source to the viewpoint can be found as: 
𝑋 = √(𝑟 ∙ sin 𝛽)2 + (𝐻 − 𝑟 ∙ cos 𝛽)2 + 𝐿2  ,               (3.28) 
 
Figure 3.19  Optical scheme for the calculating diffraction on a disc 
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The resulting intensity at the viewpoint can be determined by adding 
the intensities created by certain primary sources lying on the 
circumference, as shown in Figure 3.15. The intensities can only be 
calculated only at the viewpoints, positioned on the projection of the 
diameter. It is sufficient to change β from 0 to π and then double the 
result, since the sources on the opposite part of the circumference 
contribute with the same intensity and phase because the distances to a 
viewpoint are the same. Thus (3.24) can be rewritten with regard to 
(3.28) as following: 
𝑢 =
𝐴
𝑋
∙ cos
2𝜋∙𝑋
λ
∙ cos 𝛼, where cos 𝛼 =
𝐿
𝑋
 ,              (3.29) 
Amplitude can be calculated using (3.26) as was discussed above. It is 
worth noting that this algorithm requires a large number of calculations, 
so it is recommended to parallelize the computation of intensities for 𝐿 
and 𝐿 + ∆𝐿. 
Figure 3.20 shows results of simulation using this algorithm in case of 
diffraction by the disc of 5 microns in diameter, located at 1 micron 
distance from the screen. 
  
 
Diffraction pattern Intensity graph 
Figure 3.20 Diffraction by a disc close to the screen  
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It is worth noting that no Arago spot is seen in Figure 3.20; however, 
there is a rise of intensity in the graph. 
 
 
 
Diffraction pattern Intensity graph 
Figure 3.21 Diffraction by a disc at 100 microns from the screen  
The same disc located at 100 microns from the screen gives different 
picture, shown in Figure 3.21. 
3.3.4 Diffraction by a sphere 
 
The application of the same approach to the case of a spherical particle 
has some important differences. An approximation was used; it 
represented the sphere as a combination of discs; however, only a little 
zone on the edge of every disc, except the last one, contributes to the 
resulting wave. According to Figure 3.22, coordinates of the elementary 
source are: 
{
𝑧 = 𝐿 − 𝑧0
𝑥 = 𝐻 − 𝑥0
𝑦 = 𝑦0        
    {
𝑧0 = 𝑟 ∙ sin 𝛽                           
𝑥0 = 𝑟 ∙ cos 𝛽 ∙ cos 𝛾              
𝑦0 = 𝑟 ∙ cos 𝛽 ∙ sin 𝛾              
            (3.30) 
The distance X between the source and the viewpoint can be calculated 
as: 
𝑋 = √(𝐿 − 𝑟 ∙ sin 𝛽)2 + (𝐻 − 𝑟 ∙ cos 𝛽 ∙ cos 𝛾)2 + (𝑟 ∙ cos 𝛽 ∙ sin 𝛾)2,  (3.31) 
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Figure 3.22 Optical scheme for the calculating diffraction on a sphere 
 
Using equation (3.31) equation (3.29) can be rewritten having in mind 
that the wave from secondary sources will have additional phase shifts, 
since it should pass z0 distance from the common phase front. Thus, u 
can be derived: 
 
𝑢 =
𝐴
𝑋
∙ cos
2𝜋∙(𝑋+𝑧0)
λ
∙ cos 𝛼, where cos 𝛼 =
𝐿−𝑧0
𝑋
,            (3.32) 
 
 
In figure 3.23 the diffraction pattern can be seen, together with a graph 
for a particle of 5 microns in diameter and located at 6 microns distance 
from the screen. Here the Arago spot is clearly visible. 
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a) Regardless of the occultation b) With regard to occultation 
 
c) Intensity graph 
Figure 3.23  Diffraction by a particle at 6 micron from the screen 
In this case, there is a problem of visibility, where, for some positions of 
the secondary sources, a spherical particle creates an occultation. This 
effect is more significant where a viewpoint is located close to the 
particle, and also in the case of big particles. In this simulation described 
below there are two modes of calculation: with and without regard for 
possible occultation. 
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a) Regardless of the occultation b) With regard to occultation 
 
c) Intensity graph 
Figure 3.24  Diffraction by a particle at 100 microns from the screen 
 
3.4 Conclusions 
 
Ultimately, in chapter 3 the mathematical model and simulation 
results for general case of particle more that pixel size is provided. These 
results are practically important as they help to choose proper distances 
between the particle, the matrix sensor and the LED in order to achieve 
desirable accuracy of particle size and shape estimation.  
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The case where the particle size is less than pixel size is considered 
separately and the potential sensitivity of 0.6 microns was estimated. 
However, diffraction effects may limit this sensitivity in case of using 
LED laser as the diffraction pattern has larger area of image to be 
investigated. On the other hand, investigation of diffraction pattern may 
give another way of particle size calculation. Therefore, diffraction 
pattern was investigated. First of all, it was shown that an approach 
based on Fresnel and Fourier transform cannot be used to obtain an 
analytical solution.  Therefore, the numerical integration or simulation 
should be implemented. However, the direct numerical integration 
requires complicated calculation and is not time effective. Therefore, the 
simulation based on Huygens-Fresnel principle is proposed instead. 
As shown above, algorithm based on a direct implementation of 
Huygens-Fresnel principle is an appropriate approach for the diffraction 
simulation. It provides appropriate accuracy, generally less time 
consuming. Additionally, the 3D interpretation of the Babinet's principle 
allows using the algorithm for the simulation of diffraction by 3D 
obstacles, which is important in particle sizing. 
Generally, the size of diffraction pattern is significantly large 
compared to the particle shadow obtained previously by simulation of 
the LED. This fact leads to the increased area of image to be investigated 
for the particle search. Additionally, the maximum concentration will 
also be restricted by the interference between diffraction patterns of 
adjacent particles. These drawbacks lead to the limited implementation 
of diffraction in existing instrument. However, as it can be seen from 
formulas, there is a size of a particle to be determined by the diffraction 
pattern. Additionally, the distance between particle and matrix image 
sensor can be obtained by analysis of diffraction pattern that should help 
to improve the concentration measurement accuracy. It is also some 
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approach introduced for implementation of Huygens-Fresnel principle 
for 3D objects. Therefore, investigation of diffraction pattern should be 
recommended for future development of the sensor. 
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Chapter 4 Specialized image processing algorithms for the 
determination of particle sizes and shapes 
 
This chapter describes the processing methods for signal obtained from 
the CMOS matrix sensor, and their implementation for the in-line 
automatic particle counters. These methods involve analysis of particle 
tracks with focus on track shape and the charge accumulated by each 
pixel. Based on the combination of these methods, the equivalent 
diameter of a particle and its shape can be determined. These methods 
can be implemented using digital signal processors, which is very 
important in the area of developing and producing sensors that can be 
built into hydraulic systems. The primary application the methods 
developed is the diagnosis of the state of health of different areas within 
hydraulic systems.        
Hydraulic systems need to be diagnosed properly, and this is especially 
true for those in aircraft or in other systems where the hydraulic fluid is 
required to have high purity. One of the most effective diagnostic 
methods is the investigation of contaminate particles in hydraulic liquids 
for their sizes, concentrations and shapes (Fitch, 1988; Logvinov, 1992; 
Fitch, 2002). There are automatic particles counters, which are currently 
built into the pipes of hydraulic systems in order to achieve an excellent 
accuracy (Logvinov, 1992; Fitch, 1994) of particle sampling and 
investigation. Such counters are usually based on a single photodiode, 
which is not effective for the determination of particle sizes lower than 
4-5 micrometers in diameter. The reason for that is the relatively high 
level of noise caused by relatively big size of sensitive area of the 
photodiode (Kornilin, Kudryavtsev, 2016b). In this thesis an idea of 
using CMOS matrix sensor without any optical systems is supported, 
because they can be damaged by arduous condition such as high level of 
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vibration and pressure in hydraulic system. The use of the CMOS matrix 
sensor without supporting optics affects the quality of the image 
obtained (Kornilin, Kudryavtsev, 2016a). As a result, it is necessary to 
perform image processing using subpixel processing and special pixel 
charge level processing. The combination of such methods enables 
achieving optimal performances of the counters in terms of improved 
sensitivity, concentration limit and provides information about the 
shapes of the particles. In addition, it should be mentioned that the 
methods developed can also be implemented for investigating the 
particle tracks mentioned below in subsection 4.2. This particle tracks 
are formed by moving with relatively high velocity particles. The 
snapshot of such particles is barely possible because of the limited 
exposure time of the image sensor.            
4.1 Basics for the simulation of a moving particle image 
4.1.1 Physical model of an in-line image sensor    
A schematic of a typical CMOS matrix sensor built into a hydraulic 
system is shown in Figure 4.1.  
The schematic consists of two glass sheets with a diaphragm with width 
of l, forming the sensitive volume, the LED with ultra-narrow radiant 
diagram, a matrix image sensor such as CMOS matrix. The image taken 
by the CMOS image sensor is read and processed by the digital signal 
processor (DSP). The results of the image processing are sent to the 
computer (PC) through the USB interface. The irradiance in the channel 
is adjusted using the pulse width modulator (PWM) and the current 
source. The DSP control helps to sustain a constant level of irradiance on 
the surface of the matrix sensor. There is a particle with diameter d that 
flows through the sensitive area with the speed of v. 
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Figure 4.1 A schematic of the composition of a CMOS matrix 
sensor built into a hydraulic system. LED – light emitting diode; 
DSP – digital signal processor; PWM – pulse width modulator; PC 
– computer.  
Images that can be obtained using such apparatus can be classified into 
two types, depending on the relationship between the total time taken by 
the particle to pass by a pixel tpas and the exposure time T. If the tpas is 
greater than T then the particle does not cross the border of the pixel and 
static image is obtained. If the tpas is less than T then the particle moved a 
distance greater than the pixel size and a particle track is obtained. The 
latter is the typical case for a matrix sensor used as an in-line sensor built 
into a hydraulic system.  
4.1.2 Mathematical model of a moving particle image     
In order to understand the nature of these tracks it is needed to consider 
the model shown in Figure 4.2. In this figure the global coordinate 
system with axis x and y is connected to the CMOS matrix sensor, xp(t) 
and yp are the coordinates of the centre of the shadow cast by the particle 
and x0 and y0 are the coordinates of the lower left hand corner of the 
pixel. The dependence of xp(t) from time describes the movement of the 
particle. It can be assumed that it is moving along with one x axis only, 
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which is close to real conditions. It is also possible to assume that the 
shadow of particle is formed as the direct projection of the particle on the 
surface of the CMOS matrix. The border of the shadow can be described 
as R(φ) function. It is necessary to determine the signal from each pixel 
taking into account whether or not this pixel was covered by the particle 
during the exposure time. The following equation can be proposed: 
 1 1 1 1 1
0
( , ) ( , ) ( ( ) ( , , ))

   
ym yT xn x
nm 1
xn ym
U k E x ,y t P x y H R r x y t dx dy dt ,    (4.1) 
where T stands for exposure time, 
1 1( , , )E x y t denotes irradiance of point 
with coordinates 
1 1( , )x y ; 1 1( , )P x y  stands for special conversion function 
that is defined by the quantum efficiency of the photo-sensor and other 
characteristics, settings of the matrix etc., k  denotes the coefficient of 
proportionality; ( )H  is the unit step function,   denotes the fact of 
whether the light ray crosses the particles or not.   depends on 
1 1, , , , ( )px y x y x t .    
 
Figure 4.2 The geometry of the CMOS matrix surface. x and y 
axis are connected to the CMOS matrix, xp and yp are supposed to 
be the coordinates of the center of the particle shadow, x0 and y0 
are coordinates of the lower left corner of the pixel.  
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The geometrical task of   determination can be considered as the task of 
crossing between the line and surface of particle. It is denoted here as 
( ) ( , , )R r x y t   . 
r(x, y, t) stands for the distance between the center of the particle shadow 
and the current pixel element with coordinates of (x,y) and can be 
calculated as follows from the Figure 4.2 as: 
 2 2
0 0( , , ) ( ( )) ( )     p pr x y t x x x t y y y ,                         (4.2) 
The angle φ can be determined using equation: 
 
0
0 ( )

  
  
   
p
p
y y y
arctg
x x x t
,                                         (4.3) 
 
It is implemented an algorithm that was based on equations (4.1) – (4.3) 
and method of ray tracing for particle tracking simulation. The result is 
performed as a picture, showing the moving shadow of the particle.  The 
signal without particle was also used as a reference. 
4.2 Simulation results and image processing methods 
 
4.2.1 Simulation of moving particle     
The results of moving particle simulation are presented in Figure 4.3.  
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Figure 4.3. The track of moving particle obtained by simulation. p 
– pixel size; Nx – the distance on which particle moved during the 
exposure time T.  
 
There are two particle tracks shown in Figure 4.3, each track is the two 
dimensional discrete signal (Soyfer, 2000) calculated according to the 
(4.1). The level of darkness (Soyfer, 2000) of the track contains the 
information about particle size because it depends on the period of time 
when pixels were covered by the particle during exposure time. The 
sliced distribution of the optical density of the particle track along the x 
axis is performed in Figure 4.4. In order to determine the particle size it 
is necessary to sum up all the densities of pixels in the track. However, 
pixels contain the information about the level of irradiance, not about 
optical density (darkness), therefore it should be calculated using 
following equation: 
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  0 0    i ip p
i i
Q q q Q Q ,                                         (4.4) 
 where Q  denotes the sum of the pixel charges that was not accumulated 
by pixel because of particle; 0iq  stands for the charge of pixel that was 
not covered by particle during the exposure time; 
ipq  - the charge of 
pixel that was covered by particle during the exposure time. 
   
Figure 4.4 The sliced track of moving particle obtained by 
simulation. a, b, c relate to the Figure 4.3.  
 
It has been confirmed experimentally (Logvinov, 1992) that the level of 
photo current is proportional to the square of particle diameter. This fact 
can be used to obtain the following relation: 
 
0 0
d
S Q
S Q
,                                                      (4.5) 
where dS  denotes the  2D projection area of particle, 0S  stands for the 
area of entire matrix. Equation (4.5) can be used for the calculation of 
the area of particle and its diameter. It is possible because 0S  is the 
parameter of matrix and can be easily calculated, the values of Q  and 
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0Q  can be measured during the experiment. However, the speed of 
particle may influence the signal taken from the matrix. The speed range 
of particles may varies significantly depending on the particle track y 
coordinate and for the most particle the speed can be estimated as range 
from 0.5 up to 3  meters per second. The results of simulation of 
dependence between Q and v are presented in Figure 4.5. The square 
root of the relation between Q  and 0Q  is used in figure to reflect the fact 
that there is a diameter of the particle on the horizontal axis instead of its 
area. As follows from the figure 4.5, there is insignificant change in the 
pixel charge value throughout the total range of particles from 10 up to 
120 micrometers and it can be assumed that the Q is not influenced 
significantly by the speed of particle and equation (5) can be used for 
particle size calculation.   
4.2.2 Image processing algorithms     
There are several methods of particle size calculation that can be 
implemented. Firstly, particle size can be calculated using the width of 
track in pixels Np. In this case the particle diameter can be calculated as 
following: 
  pd N p ,                                                   (4.6) 
 
where p denotes the pixel size. 
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Figure 4.5 The influence of speed to the charge accumulated by 
the matrix CMOS sensor. The simulation was done for different 
speed rates 3 m/s, 1.5 m/s, 0.5 m/s. Pixel size is 6 µm. 
 
However, equation (4.5) can be implemented for the relatively large 
particle, having width of several pixels. One further approach that can be 
used is based on estimation of the area of the particle shadow in Figure 
4.3. The total area of the particle shadow 
pS  can be estimated using 
equation: 
 2 p pS n p ,                                                       (4.7) 
where pn  denoted the total number of pixels in the shadow. pn can be 
determined using the threshold level (Soyfer, 2000) of the pixel signal by 
establishing this level in range from the slightly more than the level of 
pixel noises (dark level) up to the level of 0iq . The threshold level can be 
adjusted in order to get the best accuracy.  
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On the other hand the 
pS represents the rectangle with the sides of xN
and 
pN  and two halves of the circle. Therefore, the pS  can be calculated 
using equation (4.6) and the geometry of the shadow as following: 
 
2
4
 
   p x
d
S N p d ,                                      (4.8) 
The solution of the total equation taken from (4.7) and (4.8) is following: 
  2
2
( )


   x p x
p
d N n N ,                                   (4.9) 
Equations (4.6) and (4.9) are based on the processing of the shadow 
shape. Obviously, they both can be implemented for relative big particle. 
The shadow should consist of several pixels in order to obtain the higher 
accuracy. This accuracy is investigated in detail in subsection 4.2.3 
‘Accuracy of particle size estimation’ in subsubsection ‘The error in 
measurement of the particle size caused by the pixel size of the matrix’.   
For the comparative smaller particle can be proposed the method based 
on using the total charge of pixels as it follows from the (4.5) and in case 
of the spherical particles: 
 
0
0
2


Q
d S
Q
,                                             (4.10) 
Obviously, that in equation (4.5) not only the shape can be estimated, but 
also the pixels charge that might give an additional information about 
particle size and therefore it can be implemented for relative small 
particles. 
It is proposed the method of using information about pixel charges in 
order to determine the size of particle that is smaller than the pixel size 
using following equation (Kornilin, Kudryavtsev, McMillan A. J.  et al, 
2016): 
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0
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( 1)

 
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p q
d N
q
,                                       (4.11) 
where Δq = qi0 — qip.  
The method described by the equation (4.11) can be extended for 
particles that are bigger than pixel size: 
 
0
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m py
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m
y N
y px
y y
q Np
d
q
,                                 (4.12) 
The implementation of method based on the equation (4.12) represents 
the sum of particle tracks taken in equation (4.11). 
The shape can be easily described by the form factor coefficient FK  as 
follows (Henk, Merkus, 2009): 
 maxF
min
d
K
d
,                                                                      (4.13) 
In order to determine the form factor, it is necessary to separate the 
initial and final parts of the "trace" that carry information about the 
shape of the particle. The method of such separation is can be describe 
using Figure 4.4. Figure 4.4 shows the optical density distribution of the 
image that characterizes the level of darkness of the pixels in arbitrary 
units Ne. Ne in each slice depend on their coordinate px with respect to 
the start of exposure time. 
The positive and negative slopes in Figure 4.4 correspond to the circled 
contours of the particles in Figure 4.3. The central flat line in Figure 4.4 
corresponds to the remaining part of the particle track in Figure 4.3. 
Removal of the central part should help to distinguish the initial and final 
regions of the particle track. After that, both parts of track can be match 
to each other by the parallel shift. The averaging of the intensity inside 
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of combined region should reduce any fluctuations (Figure 4.6). The 
final and initial parts of the track can also divided by two in order to 
increase the signal level as only the darker parts can be taken into 
account.  In other words, it is necessary to divide the initial and final 
fragments of the track image into halves with the greatest optical density 
and to combine them. 
 
 
Figure 4.6 The technique to determine form factor coefficient 
 
The evaluation of the form factor coefficient and classification of 
particles is carried out by processing a discrete binary sequence 
according to geometric relationships (Soyfer, 2000; Potapov, 2008). As 
classes of particle shapes, fibres, spherical and elliptical particles are 
considered, the standard particle sizes are determined by standard 
methods (Soyfer, 2000; Gonsales, 2006). 
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4.2.3 Accuracy of particle size estimation     
The accuracy of particle size and shape estimation depends on the noise 
of image sensor and errors related to the features of the optical path: the 
features of particle shadow on the surface of image sensor, the limit of 
the pixel size and the size of the source of light.  It is also necessary to 
take into account the error of the sampling process and the quantization 
of the level of charges of each pixel. 
The error caused by optical path 
Using the results of the studies presented in chapter 2, in particular 
mathematical model and results shown in Figure 3.3, the dependence of 
the error in estimation of the particle size associated with the optical path 
of the sensor can be determined. Generally, this error is caused by the 
random distances between particle and image sensor as well as between 
the particle and the LED. The distance is random because particles in the 
flow are distributed randomly. 
The dependence of the relative error in measuring the equivalent particle 
size on the distance between the light source and the image sensor is 
shown in Figure 4.7. There are two fixed distances between the particle 
and the image sensor of 2.0 mm and 3.0 mm. The presented error was 
obtained as a result of mathematical simulation by the method described 
in Chapter 3, with following conditions: the distance between the matrix 
and the particle is 2.0 mm, the particle size is 10 microns. The error was 
defined as the relative change in the equivalent particle size when the 
distance between the image sensor and the particle was changed from 2.0 
mm to 3.0 mm (this is the width of sampling channel). The error was 
calculated for each value of the distance between the image sensor and 
the LED in the range from 10 to 30 mm. 
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Therefore, as follows from Figure 4.7, there is 5% or less error in case of 
the distance between image sensor and light source (LED). 
 
Figure 4.7 Dependence of the relative error in measurement of the 
equivalent particle size on the distance between the source of light and 
the image sensor. There are two fixed distances between the particle and 
the image sensor: 2.0 mm and 3.0 mm 
The results of simulation can be used for accurate choosing of this 
distance. 
 
The accuracy of measuring the distance to which the particle moved 
during the exposure time 
According to the (4.11) particle size can be determined using equation: 
0
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,                                         (4.14) 
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where L stands for the distance on which particle moved during the 
exposure time.  
The error in particle size estimation caused by the error in measurement 
of L can be determined using the following: 

  

d
d L
L
,                                                 (4.15) 
Or by calculating the derivative can be obtained: 
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By dividing the (4.16) and (4.14) to each other can be calculated: 
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d L
d L
,                                                (4.17) 
Lcan be estimated using figure 4.3 and by 2    p p( N ) p L N p , 
 therefore 2 L p  as the accuracy of track length measurement cannot 
exceed two pixels at least as it is random position of the particle in the 
starting and ending pixels. 
Ultimately, the equation for relative measurement error should be the 
following: 
 dL
p
L
,                                                   (4.18) 
The Dependence of the relative measurement error in determining the 
particle size associated with the error in measuring the distance to which 
the particle moved during the exposure time is shown in Figure 4.8. 
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Figure 4.8 Dependence of the relative error in determining the particle 
size on the distance to which the particle moved during the exposure 
time, for the pixel sizes 2, 6, and 10 microns 
Therefore, in case of MT9V032 image sensor with a pixel size of 6 
microns it is necessary that the particle trace length should be more than 
10 pixels in order to measure the particle size (less than a pixel size) with 
an error of less than 10%. 
 
The error of the particle size measurement caused by the 
quantization error of the analog to digital converter inside of the 
image sensor 
When the particle size is measured by a combined method, the error in 
evaluation of the charge q0, as well as the charge difference Δq = q0 - qp, 
is determined by the resolution (number of bits) of the internal analog to 
digital convertor (ADC) of the image sensor. This error can be estimated 
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using an equation (3.15) from the chapter 3. It can be rewritten in the 
following form: 
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,                                    (4.19) 
where dS denotes the equivalent area of the particle, pq stands for the 
pixel covered by particle during the exposure time and 0q  stands for the 
pixel not covered by particle, v  is particle velocity and expt  is exposure 
time. 
The absolute error can be determined as follows: 
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The value of the error caused by ADC with the resolution NADC can be 
estimated as the half of least significant bit (LSB) using relation: 
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Using (4.21) formula (4.20) can be rewritten: 
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After calculation of the derivatives, (4.22) is written as: 
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The relative error is equal to the formula: 
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The practical case is when the q0 is near to the maximum charge qmax. 
Therefore, the (4.24) should be rewritten: 
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The relation between areas and charges can be rewritten in the following 
form: 
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Therefore, the (4.25) can be rewritten as follows: 
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After some transformation (4.27) can be represented in this form: 
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According to the quadratic dependence between area of the particle and 
their diameter it can be also written that: 
2
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d
S d
S d
,                                              (4.29) 
Using (4.29) and (4.28) the dependence of relative error of particle size 
(equivalent diameter) measurement caused by ADC can be calculated. 
The results of calculations are shown in Figure 4.9. 
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Figure 4.9 Dependence between the relative error of particle size 
measurement and the resolution of ADC in image sensor.  
 
As follows from Figure 4.9 the closer the particle size to the pixel size, 
the smaller the measurement error associated with the quantization of the 
ADC. 
In the case of using MT9V032 image sensor with a pixel size of 6 
microns and an ADC with a resolution of 10, the error in measurement 
of the particle size of 2 microns is about 1%. 
The error caused by quantization should definitely decrease for particles 
larger than a pixel size, in this case it is necessary to take into account 
the error associated with the discrete of the resulting two-dimensional 
signal or associated with the pixel size. 
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The error in measurement of the particle size caused by the pixel 
size of the matrix 
In case when the particle size exceeds the pixel size, the technique based 
on the threshold level could be used for the particle size determination. 
In this case the area of the particle can be calculated on the basis of 
counting number of pixels covered by the particle shadow. It is obvious, 
that the area measured in number of pixels could be not equal to the real 
area of the shadow because of particle curvature. Therefore, it is 
necessary to take into account the discreteness of the resulting two-
dimensional signal (Soyfer, 2000). The computer simulation was used in 
order to estimate such error. The results of simulation are shown in 
Figure 4.10. 
 
Figure 4.10 the dependence of the relative error in determining the 
equivalent diameter on the particle size for fixed pixel sizes:  2 μm, 6 μm 
and 10 μm 
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Therefore, the minimum pixel size gives the smallest error. The 
minimum particle size that can be measured by a threshold technique 
using MT9V032 (pixel size of 6 μm) with an error less than 10% is more 
than 25 μm. For particles smaller than 25 μm, it is desirable to use a 
photometric technique. 
4.3 Conclusions  
This chapter contains the schematic, the model and the preliminary 
results of testing of the simulation software based on equations (4.1)-
(4.5). The proposed processing methods of signals taken from the CMOS 
matrix pixels in order to determine pixel sizes are logically followed 
from the results of simulation. Obviously, this methods need to be check 
experimentally, but they already offer the possibility of using different 
approaches to the particle size determination. This is also true for the 
estimation of the particle shape. 
Generally, the information about particle shape provided by the sensor 
based on image sensor is the projection of the particle cross section. This 
projection contains sufficiently enough information about particle shape 
for the vast majority of applications. However, in some applications such 
as aerospace, the form factor coefficient should be calculated in a real 
time. This requirement follows from the standardized methods described 
in application guide such as GOST 17216-71, where spherical or 
rounded particles should be counted separately from the fibres. 
Therefore, the method described by equation (4.13) should be 
implemented. Certainly, the information about entire shape is not lost as 
the particle shape contour is stored in a buffer and can be retrieved after 
analysis.  
There are some limitations for particle shape estimation. Obviously, it is 
not possible to calculate form factor coefficient of relatively small 
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particles, less than pixel size, for example. For larger particles, the 
accuracy of particle form coefficient calculation should be estimated 
using approach illustrated in Figure 4.10. The accuracy of particle size 
measurement influenced by the size of pixel, correlates with the accuracy 
of particle form factor coefficient calculation. On the other hand, despite 
the fact that the error of particle form factor coefficient estimation 
increases significantly for particles 25 microns and less, the shape of a 
real particles greater than 25 microns is practically important for 
diagnostic purposes. 
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Chapter 5 Estimation of the particle concentration in hydraulic 
liquid 
 
The measurement of particle concentration is the crucial part of 
monitoring process because increasing numbers of particles with 
particular sizes should mean that some part of hydraulic system does not 
work properly or is near to break down (Logvinov, 1992). In spite of the 
fact that several automatic particle counters exist, they have significant 
limitation for the precise measurement of relatively low concentration of 
particle in case of utilizing it inside of aerospace systems or they are 
unable to measure highest concentration in industrial ones. Both issues 
can be addressed by implementation of the CMOS image sensor instead 
of single photodiode used in the most of modern APCs. 
Firstly, the accuracy of the particle concentration measurement is 
influenced by the accuracy of measurement of the volume of liquid to be 
investigated. Usually, the velocity of the particle is used for 
determination of the flow rate and the time of analysis whereas the 
volume is fixed (100 ml). The velocity of the particle is measured by 
APC using the duration of the electric pulse at the output of the 
photodiode.          
However, the velocity of the particle varies throughout the tube as in the 
centre there is the maximum speed compared to the lower one near to the 
tube wall. This issue cannot be resolved by using photodiode as it cannot 
measures the position of the particle inside of the tube. Generally, the 
assumption that the average speed is measured by each particle gives 
sufficient results for high concentrations. Nevertheless, in case of pure 
systems such as aerospace the error of particle concentration estimation 
cannot be lower than 30% or might be higher (Kudryavtsev, 1999). In 
case of using matrix image sensor the position of the particle in the tube 
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can be determined by image analysis (Kornilin, Kudryavtsev, McMilllan 
A. J.  et al, 2016) and the real velocity can be calculated. In this study the 
method and results of particle concentration determination based on 
assumption of the parabolic distribution of particle velocity throughout 
the channel is represented (Kornilin, Kudryavtsev, McMilllan A. J.  et al, 
2017). Calculations based on the proposed algorithm show that the total 
error in concentration estimation is not exceed 10 % and does not depend 
on liquid viscosity and temperature. 
Secondly, the errors of particle concentration estimation are caused by 
matches of different particles inside of measurement volume 
(Kudryavtsev, 1999). The photodiode measures several particles inside 
of measurement volume as one. Typically, the restriction of the 
maximum measured concentration is established for APC based on 
photodiodes. It is about 1500 particles per cm
3
, which is not sufficient 
for the industrial hydraulic systems. The algorithm of estimation of the 
accuracy of the APC based on matrix sensor is proposed. Calculations 
made by using Poisson distribution prove that the improvement of the 
resolution (or the limit of concentration to be measured) can achieve in 
average 20 times more compared to the APC with single photodiode.  
5.1 Techniques for measurement of particle concentration 
The general equation to determine particle concentration n is following 
(Logvinov, 1992): 
 
N
n
V
,                                             (5.1) 
Where N stands for the number of particles inside of fixed volume of 
liquid V . This volume according to the regulation documents should be 
100 ml. Therefore, it is necessary to count N particles during the period 
of time ta while this fixed volume of liquid goes throughout the sensor.  
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The period of time for liquid analysis ta depends on the flow rate inside 
of the sensor Q according to the formula (Logvinov, 1992):  
 а
V
t
Q
,                                                        (5.2) 
Generally, the flow rate depends on the type of liquid and varied from 
analysis to analysis. Therefore, the sensor should determine Q 
automatically. Q depends also on the velocity of the liquid inside of 
sensor sample tube. The distribution of the velocities is shown in Figure 
5.1.  
5.1.1 Time of analysis for automatic particle counter based on 
photodiode 
Usually, the flow rate in in-line photodiode sensors is estimated by the 
average velocity of liquid vavg in the sensor sample tube using following 
relation (Loytsyanskiy, 1973): 
  24     avgQ h v ,                                         (5.3) 
where χ represents the size of the channel along with y axis divided by 
the size of channel along with x axis, h denotes the half of the channel 
size along with x axis.  
The average velocity vavg is determined theoretically using equation 
(Loytsyanskiy, 1973): 
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where Δp stands for pressure difference on the sample tube, l denotes the 
width of diaphragm (Kudryavtsev, 1999; Kornilin, Kudryavtsev, 
McMilllan et al, 2016); µ is kinematic viscosity of the liquid.  
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Utilizing equation (5.4) for determination of vavg cases problems because 
of complication in measurement of Δp and µ during the time of analysis.  
 
Figure 5.1 The distribution of velocities inside of the sensor 
sample tube. The distribution was calculated for the dimension of 
the sample tube section with sizes 700 µm along with x axis and 
1000 µm along with y axis 
 
This measurement also requires some additional and very specific 
instruments. Thus, the vavg is estimated by particle velocity vavg’ in the 
channel which can be measured by the pulse duration at the output of the 
photodiode (Kudryavtsev, 1999): 
 '


avg
l d
v ,                                            (5.5) 
 where d denotes particle size and τ stands for the pulse duration.  
However, measurement according relation (5.5) causes additional error 
because vavg’ relates to the instantaneous speed of liquid v inside of 
sample tube and this speed varies significantly in the slice of the tube. 
This instantaneous speed v can be calculated using following equation in 
case of laminar flow (Loytsyanskiy, 1973): 
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This velocity is shown in Figure 5.1. Eventually, time of the analysis 
measured by automatic particle counter based on photodiode is 
determined utilizing relation: 
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where 'avgv v . 
5.1.2 Time of analysis for automatic particle counter based on 
CMOS image sensor 
In case of using matrix CMOS image sensor the additional information 
about coordinate of particle flow inside of the sample tube can be 
obtained. This coordinate can be used for proper determination of the 
average velocity of the liquid inside of the tube. 
Combining relation (5.3) and (5.4), getting the Δp from equation (5.6), 
the time of analysis can be calculated as following: 
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 This equation is more suitable for matrix CMOS image sensor because 
it might be possible to determine x and y coordinates of particle track and 
make some correction for known velocities distribution according to the 
(5.6). It is also necessary to know the channel size h that is constant and 
can be measured.  
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The velocity of the liquid can be measured by the velocity of the particle 
inside of sample tube utilizing this relation: 
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,                                               (5.9) 
where Nz stands for the size of particle track on the image in number of 
pixels (Kornilin, Kudryavtsev, McMillan et al, 2016); p is pixel size and 
texp denotes exposure time of CMOS image sensor. 
Let F(x, y, χ) stands for the last part of equation (5.8) and m for the first 
one. Then F(x, y, χ) reflects the velocity distribution within the channel 
and m is coefficient that depends on χ and h2 . Generally, m is fixed for 
each construction of the sensor. Thus from (5.8) and (5.9) can be 
obtained the following: 
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Eventually, it is necessary to know the sizes of channel m, exposure time 
of CMOS sensor, the size of particle track and pixel size in order to 
estimate the time of analysis for the predefined volume V. 
5.1.3 Accuracy of estimation of particle concentration 
In accordance with (5.1), the absolute error of particle concentration 
measurement is determined by the error of indirect measurement: 
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,                          (5.11) 
Therefore, it is necessary to determine the absolute error of measurement 
of volume ΔV and absolute error of measurement of the particle number 
counting ΔN.  
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5.1.4 Accuracy of volume measurement 
Let the flow rate be constant value, thus the ΔV can be obtained from 
equation (5.2): 
     aV Q t ,                                    (5.12) 
As follows from the equations (5.12) and (5.2), the relative error of 
volume determination is equal to the relative error of measurement of 
analysis time: 
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The absolute error of analysis time determination for CMOS image 
sensor consists of the errors of measurement particle velocities Δvy, Δvx 
and error in measuring particle track coordinate Δx, Δy: 
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where ta should be calculated according to the equation (5.10). The 
absolute error of particle velocity measurement is calculated utilizing 
formula (5.9) as following: 
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where ΔNz stands for the absolute error of particle track measurement. 
The maximum value of ΔNz is two pixels because when particle track 
consists of only two pixels, the true length of track can be less than one 
pixel and up to two pixels. In addition, the total influence of the error in 
measuring particle track coordinate Δx, Δy is significantly lower than 
errors of measurement of particle velocities Δvy, Δvx . This is because 
particle track coordinates vary from 0 to the maximum number of pixel 
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depending on the width of the channel. Generally, the width of the 
channel is about 0.7 mm; therefore, for the matrix image sensor with 
pixel size 6 microns, the total number of pixels is about 116.  The 
particle track usually contains from 2 up to 10 pixels. Eventually, the 
resolution of particle track coordinates measurement is approximately 
ten times higher than the resolution of particle track length measurement. 
Therefore, the equation (5.14) can be rewritten as following: 
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,                          (5.16) 
Using relation (5.9) and propose the equal velocities along with both 
axes, equation (5.16) can be rewritten as following: 
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5.1.5 Accuracy of particle counting 
The absolute error of counting particles ΔN in volume is caused by the 
particle matches inside of measurement volume. Three cases are possible 
for particle matches shown in Figure 5.2.  
 
      a)         b)            c) 
Figure 5.2 Different cases of matches particles inside of 
measurement volume. In these cases several particles are not 
distinguished from the one particle. Case a) represents the 
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situation where two particles can be counted as one within a single 
pixel, case b) shows the situation of matching several particles 
over several adjacent pixels compared with a single larger particle 
and c) reflects the case where the projections of multiple particles 
overlap 
The probability of particle matches Perr means that two or more particles 
are in the predetermined volume. Let Veq stands for such volume. Perr can 
be calculated on the basis of the Poisson law. The Poisson law estimates 
the probability Pm of particle numbers presence inside of volume V: 
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where m denotes the number of particles,  a stands for the average 
number of particles in the volume V. a should be calculated as following: 
 a nV ,                                           (5.19) 
Thus, Perr can be calculated as following: 
 0 11  errP P P ,                                (5.20) 
where P0 and P1 stands for the probability of absence of any particle and 
presence only one particle in the volume respectively. 
Using relations (5.20) and (5.18) following equation for the Perr can be 
obtained: 
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Therefore, Perr should depend on Veq in case of constant concentration n. 
The estimation of the volume is based on drawing in Figure 5.3. As the 
CMOS sensor is flat, the Veq can be calculated as product of the channel 
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width h and the area on the surface of the matrix Seq. Two-dimensional 
case can be considered.  Seq is presented in Figure 5.3. 
 
Figure 5.3. Determination of the equivalent area Seq on the surface 
of the matrix CMOS image sensor. d stands for particle diameter, 
xeq is the side of Seq , dadd denotes additional interval for particles 
to be differentiated by image processing.  
As follows from Figure 5.3, the side of the Seq can be calculated utilizing 
this equation: 
 2 ( )  eq addx d d ,                                (5.22) 
Therefore, the  Veq should be determined as following: 
 24 ( )     eq eq addV h S h d d ,                     (5.23) 
By substitution of relation (5.23) in (5.21) the equation for Perr can be 
obtained: 
 
24 ( ) 21 (1 4 ( ) )
          addn h d derr addP e n h d d ,              (5.24) 
5.2 Simulation results of concentration measurement  
5.2.1 Accuracy of volume and analysis time measurement 
Generally, in case of the fixed volume of liquid that should be 
investigated and fixed flow rate; the constant time of analysis should be 
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obtained as follows from the relation (5.2). However, this time depends 
on the method of the flow rate determination as was shown in the 
methods section. The result of calculation of the time of analysis in case 
of using single photodiode utilizing equation (5.7) is shown in Figure 
5.4.  
As follows from the Figure 5.4, ta varies significantly from the value of 
roughly 45 seconds in centre of channel up to uncertain value near to the 
tube wall. Theoretically, if the particle goes through the channel on the 
wall, the error can be infinite. The particle counter can be recalibrated to 
determine the maximum velocity in the centre of tube though. 
Consequently, it leads to less error especially when the most of the 
particle goes through the centre. 
However, the error is still depends on the coordinate of the particle and 
can be significant when the total number of particle in the volume V less 
than 100. 
 
Figure 5.4. The time of analysis in relation with particle 
coordinate inside of sample tube. The true value of time of 
analysis is 75 seconds. The  line denotes the true value of ta , the 
dotted line is the ta , determined by single photodiode sensor. 
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In case of using single photodiode the relative error of volume 
determination can be calculated according to the relation (5.13) and 
(5.7). The relative accuracy of volume measurement δV in relation with 
the particle coordinate can be obtained. This error can easily reach the 
value of 100 % and more for particles flown near to the wall of the tube. 
Utilizing equations (5.17) and (5.13), the relation between relative error 
of volume measurement and the size of particle track (Kornilin, 
Kudryavtsev, McMillan et al, 2016) can be shown in Figure 5.5. 
 
 
Figure 5.5. The influence of the length of particle track on the 
relative error of volume measurement. Pixel size is 6 µm. 
 
According to Figure 5.5 the length of track should not be less than 20 
pixels in order to achieve the accuracy 90 %. 
Comparison of the results represented in Figures 5.4 and 5.5 shows that 
the implementation of CMOS image matrix sensor reduces the error of 
volume measurement down to 10 %, whereas sensor based on single 
photodiode has significant error up to infinite value. 
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Figure 5.6. The relative error of volume measurement in relation 
of the particle coordinate for single photodiode sensor (line), one 
CMOS image sensor (dotted line) and two CMOS image sensors 
(dashed line). 
However, this error decrease is possible in case of utilizing two matrix 
sensors along with the x and y axes of the sample tube. In practice, only 
one matrix can be easily integrated inside of sample tube and potential 
error reduction is not complete. Figure 5.6 represents the relative error of 
volume measurement in relation of the particle coordinate for single 
photodiode sensor, one CMOS image sensor and two CMOS image 
sensors. 
In case of using two matrix sensors the error does not depend on the 
particle track coordinate because both coordinate are determined and the 
measurement volume is corrected. Sensor with only one matrix sensor 
has lower error near to the centre of channel because of only one 
measurement error related to only one matrix. However, the error in this 
case also depends on the particle track coordinate. The error of the 
sensor with single photodiode three times higher as the velocity of 
particle determination is not as effective as in matrix sensor. 
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5.2.2 Accuracy of particle counting 
As revealed by formula (5.24), the error in particle counting caused by 
particle matches depend on the size of sensor channel, the particle 
concentration and sizes. The interval of dadd equal to the size of pixel can 
be chosen for estimation. The results of calculation for particle sizes of 2 
µm and 200 µm are represented in Figure 5.7.  
 
Figure 5.7. The probability of error in particle counting caused by 
particle matches in dependence of particle concentration. The 
error for particle sizes 2 µm shown by dotted line and for 200 µm 
represented by line. 
As can be seen in Figure 5.7, the maximum concentration to be 
measured for 2 µm particles significantly higher compared to the 200 µm 
particles. If the probability of error is set on the level of 10 %, the 
maximum concentration will be approximately 2·1012 particles in m3, 
whereas for 200 µm particles it will be roughly 3·109. The resolution of 
sensors based on CMOS matrix sensor is more than of single photodiode 
sensors. This fact is also represented in Figure 5.8. 
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Figure 5.8 Comparison of the probability of error in particle 
counting caused by particle matches in dependence of particle 
concentration for single photodiode sensor (dotted line) and 
CMOS image sensor (line). Pixel size is 6 µm, the photodiode 
diaphragm is 140 µm x 700 µm. 
As revealed in Figure 5.8, the resolution of CMOS image sensor is at 
least 1000 times higher than resolution of single photodiode sensor. This 
fact can be predictable by comparison of the size of pixel 6 µm and the 
size of sensitive area in single photodiode sensor with dimensions 140 
µm x 700 µm. In addition, the length of particle track in case of using 
CMOS image sensor, should be considered, therefore the resolution will 
be at least 100 times more than in single photodiode sensor. 
5.3 Conclusions  
This chapter provides the theoretical basis and some results for the 
estimation of the maximum concentration to be measured by in-line 
automatic particle counter based on CMOS image sensor. The 
comparisons made shows that this sensor has significant benefits than 
single photodiode sensors. In methods section presented the algorithm of 
reducing error caused by the different particle velocities inside of 
measuring channel of the sensor to be implemented in CMOS image 
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sensors. The method of choosing proper parameters of CMOS image 
particle sensor such as pixel size, exposure time is also provided. The 
materials in this chapter can also be used for the accuracy estimation of 
both single photodiode and CMOS image particle sensors. 
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Chapter 6 Experimental verification of the in-line particle counter 
based on image sensor 
 
This chapter introduces some aspects of the experimental setup and 
experiments made in order to validate the mathematical model and the 
image processing algorithms discussed previously. It also includes 
calculations, schematics and composition related to the development of 
the tool. 
6.1 The composition of the experimental setup  
The schematic of developed and produced in-line image sensor for 
particle counting was shown in Figure 4.1. It was also discussed in 
Chapter 4 ‘The specialized image processing algorithms for 
determination particle sizes and shapes’. The composition of the in-line 
sensor suitable for implementation of image sensor is presented in Figure 
6.1. 
The developed composition can be built into hydraulic pipes and can 
work at arduous conditions such as high pressure and vibration level. 
The pressure and vibration are compensated using a special 
compensation tool. The pipes connect to the input and output connector 
and liquid to be investigated flow throughout the sample tube. 
The measurement volume is formed by the channel inside of glass that is 
along with the optical axis of the LED. The LED axis is perpendicular to 
the flow. 
Generally, for experiments was used experimental setup shown in Figure 
6.2. There is optical block inside of metal case. It forms the measurement 
volume and the channel for liquid. The image sensor is 
MT9V032C12STM and processing board is based on the signal 
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processor ADSP-BF533SKBC600 with 600 MHz core clock. The image 
processed by board can be sent to the computer as well as the processed 
data about particles size, concentration and shape. 
  
Figure 6.1 The composition of in-line particle counter based on image 
sensor. 1 – printed circuit board with image sensor; 2 – an outlet 
connector; 3 – spring; 4 – LED; 5 – LED holder; 6 – an inlet connector; 
7 – sample tube; 8 – glass; 9 – drain holes; 10 – rubber seal. 
The parameters of the sensor such as frame rate, exposure time and the 
image area can be easily modified by the computer. This sensor can 
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work autonomously using the LED on the board to show the level of the 
liquid purity. 
 
Figure 6.2 The experimental setup. 1 – printed circuit board with the 
image sensor; 2 – glass; 3 – printed circuit board for signal processing; 4 
– funnel connected to the metal case. 
The schematic of the electronics can be seen in Figure 6.3. The 
schematic consists of the image sensor that is an array of the pixels. 
ADC is analog to digital converter that is inside of the image sensor chip 
and it converts the analog voltage formed by pixels into the digital signal 
suitable for processing by DSP. Interface I2C stands for setting image 
sensor parameters. DSP is a digital signal processor. A computer 
interface such as USB is used for sending the data to computer. RAM is 
random access memory, it is used for storing the preliminary data. The 
LED control schematic controls the intensity of the light inside the 
channel. 
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Figure 6.3 The schematic of the electronics. 
The indicator consists of eight LEDs to show the current level of the 
liquid purity. The power adapter and voltage stabilizer are power sources 
for the entire schematic. Gen is generator that is used as a clock source 
for the DSP processor. 
6.2 Estimation of light intensity to maximize signal to noise ratio  
As follows from Chapter 3.2 ‘Subpixel analysis of the signal from 
CMOS matrix sensor’ the maximum signal to noise ratio or maximum 
sensitivity is possible in case of the not shadowed pixel charge level 
0q  
is near to the maximum one. The irradiance on the surface of the image 
sensor 
0E  and the radiant flux of the LED that is necessary to provide 
the maximum charge of the not shadowed pixel of the image sensor, can 
be determined. 
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It is known (Stempkovskiy, 2003) that the photocurrent 
eI  is 
proportional to the radiant flux 
eФ  on the surface of the photo sensor: 
 e eI R Ф ,  (6.1) 
where R stands for the proportional coefficient measured in A/W. It 
depends on the material of the photo sensor and on the wavelength of the 
illuminating light.  
The average photocurrent 
eI  of the pixel accumulated during the 
exposure time can be calculated as the charge 
0q divided by the exposure 
time 
expt . Therefore, (6.1) can be rewritten as: 
0   e
exp
q
R Ф
t
,  (6.2) 
The charge is accumulated by pixel with the surface area pS , therefore 
the irradiance on the surface of the image sensor 
0E  can be determined 
using the following equation: 
0
0
1
 
p exp
q
E
R S t
,  (6.3) 
The dependence between the irradiance of the image sensor surface and 
the exposure time needed for the accumulation of the maximum charge 
inside of not shadowed pixel is shown in Figure 6.4. 
Figure 6.4 is helpful for choosing an appropriate exposure time and LED 
so the maximum charge can be accumulated inside the unshadowed 
pixel. For example, given an MT9V032 image sensor with a pixel size of 
6 microns and the minimum exposure time of 40 microseconds, the 
irradiance of the surface of image sensor should be not less than 20 
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W/m
2
. The power of the LED that should form such irradiance on the 
surface of image sensor can be determined as follows. 
 
Figure 6.4 The dependence between the irradiance of the image sensor 
surface and the exposure time. Pixel sizes are 6, 10 and 2 microns. 
Practically, for estimation purposes the LED source can be considered as 
a point source at distances of more than ten diameters (Epstein, 1990). It 
should be mentioned that this simplification can be used only for 
estimation of power. However, the Lambert source should be used for 
calculations related to the signal formed by the particle as it was shown 
in Chapter 3. 
The irradiance of the surface made from the point source can be 
calculated using following equation (Epstein, 1990): 
0 2

 L
I cos
E
r
,  (6.4) 
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where LI stands for the radiant flux of the light source, W; r denotes the 
distance between source and surface, m;   - the angle between the light 
ray and the surface. 
Let us assume that the light rays are perpendicular to the surface, 
therefore the distance and radiant flux can be estimated using figure 6.5.  
 
Figure 6.5 The dependence between the radiant flux and the exposure 
time of the image sensor. Pixel sizes are 6, 10 and 2 microns. The 
distance between the source of light and the surface is fixed 25 mm. 
As follows from Figure 6.5, a light source with radiant flux of 10 mW 
put at a distance of 25 mm is necessary to accumulate the maximum 
charge inside of the pixel. These parameters are affordable in case of 
using the vast majority of the LEDs. 
It is also useful to understand how the requirements for LED power 
depend on the distance between light source and the surface of image 
sensor. This dependence is illustrated in Figure 6.6. 
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As can be seen in Figure 6.6, in case of distance between light source 
and the surface of image sensor 50 mm, it is enough to choose four times 
more powerful LED compared to the distance 25 mm. That is also 
affordable in terms of sensor geometry and power and agreed with the 
theory. 
 
Figure 6.6 The dependence between the radiant flux and the exposure 
time of the image sensor. The distances between the source of light and 
the surface are 25, 50 and 100 mm. Pixel size is fixed 6. 
6.3 Experimental validation of the in-line image sensor  
Firstly, the mathematical model equation (3.5) has been validated in 
terms of results shown in Figure 3.3. The results of experiments are 
shown in Figure 6.7. The distance between image sensor and LED was 
adjusted using special tool from microscope and the distance between 
image sensor and particle was changed using glass plate with fixed 
width. 
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As follows from the data analysis shown in Figure 6.7, the dependence 
between equivalent diameter and distance between light source and 
image sensor and influence of the distance between particle and image 
sensor are quite similar in both simulation and experiment. This can be 
considered as the validation of the model introduced in Chapter 3 in 
terms of verification of simulation results shown in Figure 3.3.  
 
Figure 6.7 The relationship between equivalent diameter of the particle 
33 micrometer and the distance between matrix sensor and source of 
light. The distances between the particle and image sensor are 2 ( 3 – 
simulation, 4 - experiment) and 3 mm (2 – simulation, 1 - experiment).  
The difference between equivalent diameters estimated in experiment for 
distances between particle and image sensor 2 and 3 mm is bigger 
compared to the simulation. This fact can be explained by the difficulty 
of estimation the size of the light emitting crystal, the distance between it 
and focus of the LED lens and variation of the refraction index of LED 
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lens. All these factors lead to some approximation of the real relation and 
assumptions made during the process of recalculating parameters of real 
LED into the parameters of the equivalent light emitting square 
suggested in (Kudryavtsev, 1999). 
In addition, the comparison between developed in-line image sensor and 
existing reference sensor ‘FOTON-965’ was performed in order to 
estimate effectiveness and ability to measure particle size and 
concentration. The comparison was made using the reference particles of 
zinc dust with reference size distribution. The minimum size of particle 
in zinc dust was 1 micrometer and the maximum one is 32 micrometer. 
The vast majority of the particles, about 80% are up to 8 micrometers. 
The results of experiments are shown in Figure 6.8 and in Figure 6.9. 
 
Figure 6.8 The size distribution of zinc dust obtained using the 
developed sensor and the reference sensor ‘FOTON-965’. 
As follows from the data shown in Figure 6.8, the developed sensor 
shows sufficient agreement with the reference sensor as well as with the 
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characteristic of the zinc dust distribution. According to the results of 
experiments, the minimum size that was determined is 2 microns. 
Finally, the ability to measure the volume of liquid passing through the 
sensor was estimated using the developed sensor and the reference 
sensor. The experimental setup consist of the pump, filter, tank with oil 
AMG-10, the tool for putting the particles into hydraulic liquid, 
developed and reference sensor connected in serial sequence. The liquid 
from both sensors was poured into the measuring tube. The time of 
analysis was determined automatically by each sensor based on their 
own algorithms. The end of analysis time was established as a condition 
of 100 ml of liquid to be analyzed. The signal of the end of analysis time 
was received from each sensor independently and simultaneously the 
volume of the liquid inside of the measuring tube was ticked and 
remembered.  The results of such experiments are shown in Figure 6.9. 
 
Figure 6.9 The reference volume 100 ml of liquid measured using the 
developed sensor and the reference sensor ‘FOTON-965’ in dependence 
of the number of particles inside of the liquid. 
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As can be seen in Figure 6.9, both sensors show sufficient agreement 
with each other and reference volume 100 ml in case of particle number 
inside of liquid is near to one hundred.  In case of lower number of 
particles, especially for 10, there are some differences in estimation of 
the volume as well as errors. The error of the reference sensor caused by 
the algorithm of the volume estimation based on measuring the 
maximum velocity of liquid measured by the velocity of the particles. 
However, the particles can flow not exactly on the centre of channel with 
lower than in the centre speed that will be improperly determined as the 
maximum speed and the measured volume will be improperly 
determined higher than reference volume. In contrast, there is an 
algorithm of corrections made by the current position of the particle 
inside of the sensor’s tube and the velocity distribution previously 
calculated for this type of the tube. There is still an error in case of using 
developed sensor resulting from the lack of knowledge about the second 
coordinate of the particle inside of sensor sample tube as the image 
sensor is put only on the one side of the sample tube. 
6.4 Conclusions  
The experimental rig was developed and it is suitable to make 
preliminary tests of proposed sensor. The matrix image CMOS senor 
with snapshot mode, minimum exposure time 40 microseconds and pixel 
size of 6 microns was chosen as a sensitive element. It is a general 
purpose matrix CMOS image sensor and it is affordable. 
The estimation of the output power of the LED shows that the most of 
LEDs have such power. The calculations made should be used for proper 
choosing of the distance to the LED and exposure time in order to 
achieve the maximum sensitivity of the sensor. 
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The comparison of the reference and proposed sensor made by 
investigation of zinc dust particle size distribution shows correlation in 
results as can be seen from Figure 6.8. This correlation is higher for the 
particle size more than 15 microns approximately. The lower correlation 
for smaller particles is caused by error of particle size determination of 
the reference sensor. It has sensitivity of 5 microns with signal to noise 
ratio about 3 whereas the proposed sensor should have signal to noise 
ratio about 300 as it was shown by (3.18). Therefore, the results obtained 
by proposed sensor are more accurate as the noises distorts results of 
reference one. These noises are not significant for particles more than 15 
microns and good correlation between sensors can be observed. As the 
sensitivity of the reference sensor is restricted on the level of 5 microns, 
this sensor cannot represent particles with sizes lower than this limit. 
However, proposed sensor can show it up to the size of 2 microns. The 
potential sensitivity of 0.6 microns is not reached because of other 
factors that are different from the matrix pixel noises restrict the 
sensitivity. For example, there are the minimum particle track size, 
inequality of pixels and others.   
Ultimately, the average particle size measurement error for matrix sensor 
is 5% and for the reference sensor is 10%. 
The results of reference liquid sample estimation for both sensors have 
good correlation in case of number of particles in liquid about 100 as it is 
shown in Figure 6.9. The accuracy of the reference volume measurement 
is also equal to the 100 ml as it should be.  
The error in volume estimation for reference sensor in case of low 
number of particles counted in a liquid sample caused by the method of 
volume measurement. This method is based on measuring maximum 
speed of the particle and calculating the flow rate after that. The 
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maximum speed is estimated by searching the maximum of speeds of all 
particles went through the channel. Obviously, the maximum speed 
would only be observed when the particle passes through the centre of 
channel. However, as the particle distribution at the input of the channel 
is flat, it is low probability that at least one particle went through the 
centre. As the particles went not in the centre, the speed calculated is low 
than actual maximum speed of the liquid and the volume of liquid that 
went through the sensor during time of analysis is bigger than it should 
be. This tendency can clearly be seen from Figure 6.9. Therefore, this 
method works well only for relatively big number of particles within the 
sample as at least one particle should go through the centre.  
The situation is slightly different in case of using proposed sensor as 
particle track coordinate within the channel can be determined and 
correction can be made according to the preliminary calculated particle 
velocity distribution. However, there is only one matrix image sensor in 
the experimental rig; therefore, the correction is made by only one 
coordinate. This correction is more effective compared to the reference 
sensor but still have error in volume estimation. Two matrix sensors 
should be used in order to achieve the best accuracy as illustrated in 
Figure 5.6. However, the implementation of the second matrix image 
sensor to the construction of the in-line sensor significantly complicates 
the construction. 
Both sensors are calibrated using certified reference particles with 
narrow particle size distribution. These particles are spherical and have 
mean sizes 5 microns, 13 microns, 20 microns, 25 microns, 33 microns, 
39 microns, 51 microns, 67 microns, 100 microns, 200 microns. The 
calibration method for reference sensor includes the checking particle 
size distribution of reference particles and making corrections in 
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coefficient of amplification if needed. The procedure of calibration of 
matrix sensor is different in terms of additional correction that is made 
by digital coefficients in software.     
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Chapter 7 Conclusions and future work 
7.1 Summary of the Thesis Results  
This thesis is aimed at theoretical and experimental investigation of 
proposed in-line CMOS image matrix sensor for investigation of the 
particles in hydraulic systems. Generally, this sensor would be an in-line 
automatic particle counter providing benefits from the implementation of 
an image sensor.  
These benefits would include increased sensitivity which enables 
measurement of smaller particles compared to other in-line automatic 
particle counters; increased limit of the concentration that can be 
measured; the potential to provide information about particle shape. The 
main results of thesis can be summarized as following. 
Firstly, a mathematical model of the sensor was developed and tested. 
This model establishes the relationship between the signal at the output 
of the image sensor and the parameters of the particles, their velocities 
and distances from image sensor and from the LED as a light source. 
The influence of the optical schematic, the parameters of image sensor 
such as pixel size and parameters of the LED such as size are also the 
part of the mathematical model. 
Secondly, the mathematical model was used as the basis for the output 
signal processing algorithms that were developed in order to estimate the 
particle size of moving particle during the predetermined exposure time. 
By the estimation, the sensitivity was increased by two times and a half. 
As can be seen from Table 7.1, the maximum concentration of particles 
to be measured was increased by at least 100 times. The algorithm of 
particle shape estimation was also proposed.  
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Thirdly, the method of volume estimation was developed because it is 
needed for particle concentration measuring. This method is based on 
particle coordinate measurement and as follows from Table 7.1, it 
improves the accuracy compared to the conventional APCs based on a 
single photodiodes. 
Fourthly, the methods of accuracy estimation were developed in order to 
determine the accuracy of particle size measurement as well as the 
particle concentration and shape. 
The results of comparison between proposed sensor based on the image 
sensor and reference sensor FOTON-965 can be seen from the Table 7.1 
Table 7.1 – The results of comparison between proposed sensor and 
reference sensor 
Parameter 
 
Reference sensor 
FOTON-965 
Proposed sensor 
Size range in microns 5-200 2-500 
The accuracy of the particle 
size measurement, %  
10 5 
The maximum concentration 
to be measured, pcs per ml 
1500 150000 
Shape coefficient estimation no yes 
Size, mm 100x110x190 100x110x190 
Weight, kg  1.0 1.0 
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7.2 Commercialization opportunities 
The most relevant commercialization opportunity relates to the 
implementation of the proposed sensor as replacing the reference sensor. 
The proposed sensor would provide substantive benefits. In aerospace, 
the proposed sensor can be used for monitoring the cleanliness of fuel 
tanks, monitoring the liquid purity and for diagnostic of hydraulic 
systems of the aircraft. In industry this sensor can be recommended to 
monitor liquid purity and to diagnose the state of hydraulic systems 
including robots. The commercialization ability should increase by 
implementation Industry 4.0 standards with preventive and proactive 
maintenance established for every piece of hydraulic equipment. The 
proposed sensor is also useful in estimation of hydraulic filter 
effectiveness in order to determine cut-off size and general filter 
characteristic. There are also some hydraulic systems in shipbuilding 
industry to be monitored using proposed sensor.  Energy producers can 
control the presence of particles inside of transformer oil. It is important 
as these particles can cause electrical damage of the transformer. Oil 
companies can use this sensor to control the purity of fuel produced.  
7.3 Further work 
The current TRL level should be identified as 3: Analytical and 
experimental critical function and/or characteristic proof of concept. 
Therefore, as the future work the experimental study of the model can be 
proposed that is performed using built into hydraulic system sensor, the 
influence of the temperature, pressure and vibration on the parameters of 
each part of the sensor should be determined as well as the reliability of 
the sensor. The next step here should be the design of the sensor printed 
circuit board and placement it with matrix sensor in construction shown 
in Figure 6.1. 
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The area identified in thesis where further development would be 
beneficial is to continue the investigation of diffraction in terms of 
getting the particle size and shape from diffraction patterns. 
Additionally, the possibility to determine the position of the particle 
within the measuring volume on both coordinates should be considered 
as serious improvement of concentration measurement accuracy. The 3D 
shape of particle restoration using diffraction is also looks promising. 
This task should be addressed by simulation and experiments with 
different particle sizes in order to identify diffraction pattern parameters 
related to particle size, the distance between particle and matrix sensor. 
There is an accuracy issue of sampling in case of different flow 
velocities inside of sample tube and hydraulic system tube that should be 
addressed. It is not addressed in thesis, but it can be recommended for 
further research and can be made by simulation of liquid with particles 
flow inside of the sensor model shown in Figure 6.1. This model is to be 
made and simulated using Ansys software for example. 
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Appendices 
A.1 The software for particle track simulation 
General description 
This software is used to simulate particle tracks presented in Chapter 4, 
Figure 4.3. As input data are used Particle diameter, Velocity of particle, 
Matrix pixel size, Exposure time, Form factor coefficient. The output 
data obtained after simulation are Particle track image and Raw data that 
can be stored into a file. 
The general algorithm of simulation can be illustrated by the following 
steps: 
1) Putting input parameters 
2) Starting analysis 
3) All view area is divided into net according to the pixel size 
4) Moving the particle step by step 
5) On each step each pixel accumulates the value of elementary signal if 
it is uncovered by the particle 
The software is written using Windows as operating system, therefore 
the WinAPI or Windows application programming interfaces are used. 
The software can be divided into parts according to it. 
 
Variable declaration part 
This part is intended to include header files with standard definitions, to 
declare standard Windows variables and specific user variables. 
#define STRICT 
#include <windows.h> 
#include <windowsx.h> 
#include <stdio.h> 
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#include <stdlib.h> 
#include <math.h> 
#include <string.h> 
#include <commctrl.h> 
#include "matrix.h" 
const char szAppName[]="Particle"; 
HWND MainWindow; 
HINSTANCE hInstance; 
MSG msg; 
OPENFILENAME ofn; 
HACCEL hAccel; 
HANDLE hFile; 
HBITMAP MainBitmap; 
BITMAP bm; 
RECT R; 
PAINTSTRUCT PaintStruct; 
HBRUSH BlackBrush,OldBrush; 
HPEN BlackPen,OldPen; 
HDC PaintDC,BmpDC,CDC; 
XFORM Xform; 
POINT CoordLU,CoordRB,OldC,Strt; 
DWORD ByteNum; 
bool GOOD,ENDC; 
float EXC,Alpha; 
int 
yTimer,Time,Diam,Speed_H,Speed_V,Size,X0,Y0,N,Square,Cou
nter,Nx,Ny,Noise; 
char Text[2048]; 
short int Screen[640][480]; 
 
Main entry point for the program 
Main entry point for the program (WinMain() function) includes 
functions of creating and registration of a window and setting message 
loop to exchange messages between system and program window. 
 
#pragma argsused 
int APIENTRY WinMain(HINSTANCE hInstance,HINSTANCE 
hPrevInstance, 
 LPSTR lpCmdLine,int nCmdShow) 
{ 
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 MainWindow=FindWindow(szAppName,NULL); 
    if(MainWindow) 
       { 
   if(IsIconic(MainWindow)) 
ShowWindow(MainWindow,SW_RESTORE); 
         SetForegroundWindow(MainWindow); 
         return FALSE; 
         } 
if(!Register(hInstance)) return FALSE; 
 if(!Create(hInstance,nCmdShow)) return FALSE; 
  while(GetMessage(&msg,NULL,0,0)) 
     { 
      if(!TranslateAccelerator(MainWindow,hAccel,&msg)) 
     { 
   TranslateMessage(&msg); 
         DispatchMessage(&msg); 
         } 
     } 
    return msg.wParam; 
} 
 
 
Registration 
Registration is the standard Windows routine to set cursors, brushes in 
order to use it inside of the window with main program.  
 
ATOM Register(HINSTANCE hInstance) 
{ 
WNDCLASSEX WndClass; 
memset(&WndClass,0,sizeof(WndClass)); 
WndClass.cbSize=sizeof(WNDCLASSEX); 
WndClass.style=CS_HREDRAW|CS_VREDRAW|CS_OWNDC; 
WndClass.lpfnWndProc=MatrixProc; 
WndClass.hInstance=hInstance; 
WndClass.hIcon=LoadIcon(hInstance,MAKEINTRESOURCE(ID
I_ICON1)); 
WndClass.hbrBackground=(HBRUSH)GetStockObject(WHITE_
BRUSH); 
WndClass.hCursor=LoadCursor(NULL,IDC_ARROW); 
WndClass.lpszMenuName="Menu"; 
WndClass.lpszClassName=szAppName; 
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WndClass.hIconSm=LoadIcon(hInstance,MAKEINTRESOURCE
(IDI_ICON1)); 
   return RegisterClassEx(&WndClass); 
} 
 
Main window creation 
This is where the main window with simulation program is created with 
predetermined size and this window is appeared on the screen. 
 
BOOL Create(HINSTANCE hInst,int nCmdShow) 
{ 
hInstance=hInst; 
 InitCommonControls(); 
  SetRect(&R,0,0,640,480); 
   
AdjustWindowRectEx(&R,WS_OVERLAPPED|WS_CAPTION|
WS_SYSMENU|WS_MINIMIZEBOX,TRUE,WS_EX_APPWIN
DOW); 
    
MainWindow=CreateWindowEx(WS_EX_APPWINDOW,szApp
Name,szAppName,WS_OVERLAPPED|WS_SYSMENU|WS_MI
NIMIZEBOX, 
       CW_USEDEFAULT,CW_USEDEFAULT,R.right-
R.left,R.bottom-R.top, 
        NULL,NULL,hInstance,NULL); 
if (MainWindow==NULL) 
 return FALSE; 
nCmdShow=SW_SHOWNORMAL; 
ShowWindow(MainWindow,nCmdShow); 
UpdateWindow(MainWindow); 
 return TRUE; 
} 
 
Message processing 
This part of software include main window function, containing calls of 
message handlers. This handlers are used for the different events 
processing such as creating window, destroying it and others. 
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LRESULT CALLBACK MatrixProc(HWND hwnd,UINT 
Message,WPARAM wParam,LPARAM lParam) 
{ 
       switch(Message) 
       { 
 HANDLE_MSG(hwnd,WM_CREATE,Matrix_OnCreate); 
 HANDLE_MSG(hwnd,WM_DESTROY,Matrix_OnDestro
y); 
 HANDLE_MSG(hwnd,WM_COMMAND,Matrix_OnCom
mand); 
   HANDLE_MSG(hwnd,WM_TIMER,Matrix_OnTimer); 
 HANDLE_MSG(hwnd,WM_PAINT,Matrix_OnPaint); 
   
HANDLE_MSG(hwnd,WM_RBUTTONUP,Matrix_OnRButtonU
p); 
        default: 
  return 
Matrix_DefProc(hwnd,Message,wParam,lParam); 
  } 
} 
 
Handler of WM_CREATE message 
This handler draws main window and creates device context. 
 
#pragma argsused 
BOOL Matrix_OnCreate(HWND hwnd,CREATESTRUCT FAR* 
lpCreateStruct) 
{ 
hAccel=LoadAccelerators(hInstance,"Atable"); 
PaintDC=GetDC(hwnd); 
BmpDC=CreateCompatibleDC(PaintDC); 
CDC=CreateCompatibleDC(PaintDC); 
MainBitmap=CreateCompatibleBitmap(PaintDC,640,480); 
SelectObject(BmpDC,MainBitmap); 
MainBitmap=CreateCompatibleBitmap(PaintDC,640,480); 
SelectObject(CDC,MainBitmap); 
//DeleteObject(MainBitmap); 
BlackBrush=(HBRUSH)GetStockObject(BLACK_BRUSH); 
BlackPen=(HPEN)GetStockObject(BLACK_PEN); 
SelectObject(PaintDC,(HPEN)GetStockObject(WHITE_PEN)); 
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SelectObject(PaintDC,(HBRUSH)GetStockObject(WHITE_BRU
SH)); 
SetRect(&R,0,0,640,480); 
FillRect(BmpDC,&R,(HBRUSH)GetStockObject(WHITE_BRUS
H)); 
FillRect(CDC,&R,(HBRUSH)GetStockObject(WHITE_BRUSH))
; 
return TRUE; 
} 
 
Handler of WM_DESTROY message 
This handler destroys the main window.  
 
// DESTRUCTOR 
 
#pragma argsused 
void Matrix_OnDestroy(HWND hwnd) 
{ 
DeleteObject(MainBitmap); 
DeleteDC(BmpDC); 
KillTimer(hwnd,yTimer); 
PostQuitMessage(0); 
} 
 
Handler of WM_RBUTTONUP message 
It is called, when a user releases the right mouse button. The function 
creates files, containing results of simulation by storing the data showed 
on the screen into a file.  
 
#pragma argsused 
void Matrix_OnRButtonUp(HWND hwnd, int x, int y, UINT 
flags) 
{ 
char buf[16]; 
int k=x/Size; 
int m=y/Size; 
DWORD ByteNum; 
Text[0]=0; 
for(int i=0; i<480/Size; i++) 
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 { 
   sprintf(buf,"%d\r\n",Screen[k][i]); 
   strcat(Text,buf); 
   for(int l=0; l<Size; l++) 
   for(int n=0; n<Size; n++) 
    SetPixel(PaintDC,k*Size+l,i*Size+n,RGB(200,0,0)); 
   } 
hFile=CreateFile("REZ.TXT",GENERIC_WRITE,FILE_SHARE
_READ,NULL,CREATE_ALWAYS,FILE_ATTRIBUTE_NOR
MAL,NULL); 
if(hFile==INVALID_HANDLE_VALUE) return; 
WriteFile(hFile,Text,strlen(Text),&ByteNum,NULL); 
CloseHandle(hFile); 
Text[0]=0; 
for(int i=0; i<640/Size; i++) 
 { 
   sprintf(buf,"%d\r\n",Screen[i][m]); 
   strcat(Text,buf); 
   for(int l=0; l<Size; l++) 
   for(int n=0; n<Size; n++) 
    SetPixel(PaintDC,i*Size+l,m*Size+n,RGB(0,200,0)); 
   } 
hFile=CreateFile("REZ1.TXT",GENERIC_WRITE,FILE_SHAR
E_READ,NULL,CREATE_ALWAYS,FILE_ATTRIBUTE_NOR
MAL,NULL); 
if(hFile==INVALID_HANDLE_VALUE) return; 
WriteFile(hFile,Text,strlen(Text),&ByteNum,NULL); 
CloseHandle(hFile); 
} 
 
Handler of WM_COMMAND message 
It is called when a user performs any action with controls. The operator  
‘switch(id)’ is used, where ‘id’ means actions. When ‘id’ is 
‘CM_RESET’, this means preparing for a new simulation cycle. In case 
of ‘CM_START’, a new simulation cycle is starting, therefore the screen 
is clearing with white brush, particle moved to its initial coordinates and 
timer to simulate the particle movement is reinitializing. ‘CM_SPHERE’ 
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means creating a dialog window allowing a user to define parameters of 
a particle.   
#pragma argsused 
void Matrix_OnCommand(HWND hwnd,int id,HWND 
hwndCtl,UINT CodeNotify) 
{ 
  switch(id) 
  { 
      case CM_RESET: 
      KillTimer(hwnd,55); 
      SetRect(&R,0,0,640,480); 
      
FillRect(PaintDC,&R,(HBRUSH)GetStockObject(WHITE_BRUS
H)); 
      break; 
 
      case CM_START: 
      Counter=0; 
      ENDC=FALSE; 
      memset(Screen,0,sizeof(Screen)); 
      GetClientRect(hwnd,&R); 
      
FillRect(PaintDC,&R,(HBRUSH)GetStockObject(WHITE_BRUS
H)); 
      CoordLU.x=X0; CoordLU.y=Y0; 
      
CoordRB.x=X0+(int)(Diam*(sin(fabs(Alpha))+EXC*cos(Alpha))
)+1; 
      
CoordRB.y=Y0+(int)(Diam*(cos(Alpha)+EXC*sin(fabs(Alpha)))
)+1; 
      BitBlt(PaintDC,CoordLU.x,CoordLU.y,CoordRB.x-
CoordLU.x,CoordRB.y-CoordLU.y,CDC,(CoordLU.x-
CoordRB.x)/2,-(CoordRB.y-CoordLU.y)/2,SRCCOPY); 
      yTimer=SetTimer(hwnd,55,50,NULL); 
      break; 
 
      case CM_SPHERE: 
      
DialogBox(hInstance,MAKEINTRESOURCE(IDD_DIALOG1),h
wnd,(DLGPROC)FormProc); 
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      BitBlt(PaintDC,CoordLU.x,CoordLU.y,CoordRB.x-
CoordLU.x,CoordRB.y-CoordLU.y,CDC,(CoordLU.x-
CoordRB.x)/2,-(CoordRB.y-CoordLU.y)/2,SRCCOPY); 
      Nx=640/Size; Ny=480/Size; 
      
PostMessage(hwnd,WM_COMMAND,MAKEWPARAM(CM_S
TART,0),NULL); 
      break; 
      } 
} 
 
Handler of WM_PAINT message 
It is called to redraw window and display the particle under simulation. 
Particle under simulation is shown step by step. The previous image is 
cleared and the new one with moved particle is showed. The track is not 
showed yet. 
 
#pragma argsused 
void Matrix_OnPaint(HWND hwnd) 
{ 
int Tm; 
 PaintDC=BeginPaint(hwnd,&PaintStruct); 
   if(GOOD) 
    { 
      SetRect(&R,0,0,640,480); 
      
FillRect(PaintDC,&R,(HBRUSH)GetStockObject(WHITE_BRUS
H)); 
      BitBlt(PaintDC,CoordLU.x,CoordLU.y,CoordRB.x-
CoordLU.x,CoordRB.y-CoordLU.y,CDC,(CoordLU.x-
CoordRB.x)/2,-(CoordRB.y-CoordLU.y)/2,SRCCOPY); 
      } 
   if(ENDC) 
    { 
      if(Time>255) Tm=255; else Tm=(short int)Time; 
      for(int i=0; i<Nx; i++) 
        for(int j=0; j<Ny; j++) 
         { 
         if(Tm-Screen[i][j]<0)  Screen[i][j]=Tm; 
          for(int k=0; k<Size; k++) 
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           for(int l=0; l<Size; l++) 
           SetPixel(PaintDC,i*Size+k,j*Size+l,RGB(Tm-
Screen[i][j],Tm-Screen[i][j],Tm-Screen[i][j])); 
         } 
      } 
      EndPaint(hwnd,&PaintStruct); 
} 
 
Handler of WM_TIMER message 
It is called to simulate the movement of a particle. The particle track 
simulation is performed here. The main idea is that when the screen is 
not covered by the particle it gets the maximum light or not otherwise. 
The calculation of the next particle coordinate and pixels covered by it 
are repeated on each step according to the timer. 
 
#pragma argsused 
void Matrix_OnTimer(HWND hwnd,UINT id) 
{ 
char tmp[64]; 
int Sum; 
short int Tm; 
      GOOD=FALSE; 
      SetRect(&R,CoordLU.x-
1,CoordLU.y,CoordRB.x+1,CoordRB.y); 
      
FillRect(PaintDC,&R,(HBRUSH)GetStockObject(WHITE_BRUS
H)); 
  CoordLU.x+=Speed_H; CoordLU.y+=Speed_V; 
  CoordRB.x+=Speed_H; CoordRB.y+=Speed_V; 
      BitBlt(PaintDC,CoordLU.x,CoordLU.y,CoordRB.x-
CoordLU.x,CoordRB.y-CoordLU.y,CDC,(CoordLU.x-
CoordRB.x)/2,-(CoordRB.y-CoordLU.y)/2,SRCCOPY); 
      GOOD=TRUE; 
      for(int i=CoordLU.x; i<CoordRB.x; i++) 
       for(int j=CoordLU.y; j<CoordRB.y; j++) 
        { 
           if((i<641)&&(j<481)&&(i>=0)&&(j>=0)) 
             if(GetPixel(PaintDC,i,j)==0) Screen[i/Size][j/Size]++; 
         } 
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  if(++Counter>=Time) 
        { 
       KillTimer(hwnd,55); 
         GOOD=FALSE; 
         ENDC=TRUE; 
         Sum=0; 
 if(Time>255) Tm=255; else Tm=(short int)Time; 
      for(int i=0; i<Nx; i++) 
        for(int j=0; j<Ny; j++) 
          { 
          Screen[i][j]=Screen[i][j]/(Size*Size)+(short 
int)(((double)rand()/(double)RAND_MAX-0.5)*Noise); 
          if(Screen[i][j]<255) Sum+=Screen[i][j]; else Sum+=255; 
          if(Tm-Screen[i][j]<0)  Screen[i][j]=Tm; 
          for(int k=0; k<Size; k++) 
           for(int l=0; l<Size; l++) 
           SetPixel(PaintDC,i*Size+k,j*Size+l,RGB(Tm-
Screen[i][j],Tm-Screen[i][j],Tm-Screen[i][j])); 
          } 
         sprintf(tmp,"Sum=%d",Sum); 
         MessageBox(hwnd,tmp,"Particle",MB_OK); 
        } 
} 
 
Setting the parameters of simulation 
Dialog window procedure, called when a user wants to define input 
parameters of a simulation. 
 
#pragma argsused 
BOOL CALLBACK FormProc(HWND hwndDlg,UINT 
uMsg,WPARAM wParam,LPARAM lParam) 
{ 
char temp[16]; 
switch(uMsg) 
 { 
  case WM_INITDIALOG: 
      GOOD=FALSE; 
      Size=GetPrivateProfileInt("Matrix","Size",10,"Particle.ini"); 
      Noise=GetPrivateProfileInt("Matrix","Noise",1,"Particle.ini"); 
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 GetPrivateProfileString("Matrix","X0","0",temp,sizeof(tem
p),"Particle.ini"); 
      X0=atoi(temp); 
      
GetPrivateProfileString("Matrix","Y0","0",temp,sizeof(temp),"Par
ticle.ini"); 
      Y0=atoi(temp); 
      
Diam=GetPrivateProfileInt("Object","Diameter",100,"Particle.ini"
); 
      
Time=GetPrivateProfileInt("Matrix","Exposition",10,"Particle.ini"
); 
      
Speed_H=GetPrivateProfileInt("Object","Speed_H",1,"Particle.ini
"); 
      
Speed_V=GetPrivateProfileInt("Object","Speed_V",1,"Particle.ini
"); 
      
GetPrivateProfileString("Object","EXC","1.000",temp,sizeof(tem
p),"Particle.ini"); 
      SetDlgItemText(hwndDlg,IDC_EXC,temp); 
      EXC=atof(temp); 
      
GetPrivateProfileString("Object","ALPHA","0.000",temp,sizeof(t
emp),"Particle.ini"); 
      SetDlgItemText(hwndDlg,IDC_ALPHA,temp); 
      Alpha=atof(temp); 
      SetDlgItemInt(hwndDlg,IDC_DIAM,Diam,FALSE); 
      SetDlgItemInt(hwndDlg,IDC_TIME,Time,FALSE); 
      SetDlgItemInt(hwndDlg,IDC_SPEEDH,Speed_H,FALSE); 
      SetDlgItemInt(hwndDlg,IDC_SPEEDV,Speed_V,FALSE); 
      SetDlgItemInt(hwndDlg,IDC_SIZZE,Size,FALSE); 
      SetDlgItemInt(hwndDlg,IDC_X,X0,TRUE); 
      SetDlgItemInt(hwndDlg,IDC_Y,Y0,TRUE); 
      SetDlgItemInt(hwndDlg,IDC_NOISE,Noise,FALSE); 
      SetFocus(GetDlgItem(hwndDlg,IDC_DIAM)); 
      return FALSE; 
 
      case WM_COMMAND: 
       switch(wParam) 
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          { 
  case IDCANCEL: 
      return EndDialog(hwndDlg,FALSE); 
 
      case IDOK: 
   
 Diam=GetDlgItemInt(hwndDlg,IDC_DIAM,NULL,FALSE
); 
      
Speed_H=GetDlgItemInt(hwndDlg,IDC_SPEEDH,NULL,FALSE
); 
      
Speed_V=GetDlgItemInt(hwndDlg,IDC_SPEEDV,NULL,FALSE
); 
      Size=GetDlgItemInt(hwndDlg,IDC_SIZZE,NULL,FALSE); 
      Time=GetDlgItemInt(hwndDlg,IDC_TIME,NULL,FALSE); 
      Noise=GetDlgItemInt(hwndDlg,IDC_NOISE,NULL,FALSE); 
      X0=GetDlgItemInt(hwndDlg,IDC_X,NULL,TRUE); 
      Y0=GetDlgItemInt(hwndDlg,IDC_Y,NULL,TRUE); 
      if(Diam>480) 
       { 
         MessageBox(hwndDlg,"Максимальный диаметр - 
480","Particle",MB_OK); 
         break; 
         } 
      if(Time==0) 
       { 
         MessageBox(hwndDlg,"Экспозиция 
отсутствует","Particle",MB_OK); 
         break; 
         } 
  if(Time>255) MessageBox(hwndDlg,"Время 
экспозиции превышает порог насыщения матрицы 
(255)","Particle",MB_OK); 
      if((Speed_H>100)||(Speed_V>100)) 
       { 
         MessageBox(hwndDlg,"Максимальная скорость - 
100","Particle",MB_OK); 
         break; 
         } 
      sprintf(temp,"%d",Time); 
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WritePrivateProfileString("Matrix","Exposition",temp,"Particle.in
i"); 
      sprintf(temp,"%d",Noise); 
      
WritePrivateProfileString("Matrix","Noise",temp,"Particle.ini"); 
      sprintf(temp,"%d",Size); 
      WritePrivateProfileString("Matrix","Size",temp,"Particle.ini"); 
      sprintf(temp,"%d",X0); 
      WritePrivateProfileString("Matrix","X0",temp,"Particle.ini"); 
      sprintf(temp,"%d",Y0); 
      WritePrivateProfileString("Matrix","Y0",temp,"Particle.ini"); 
      sprintf(temp,"%d",Diam); 
      
WritePrivateProfileString("Object","Diameter",temp,"Particle.ini"
); 
  sprintf(temp,"%d",Speed_H); 
      
WritePrivateProfileString("Object","Speed_H",temp,"Particle.ini"
); 
  sprintf(temp,"%d",Speed_V); 
      
WritePrivateProfileString("Object","Speed_V",temp,"Particle.ini"
); 
      
Ellipse(PaintDC,CoordLU.x,CoordLU.y,CoordRB.x*EXC,Coord
RB.y); 
      GetDlgItemText(hwndDlg,IDC_EXC,temp,sizeof(temp)); 
      EXC=atof(temp); 
      
WritePrivateProfileString("Object","EXC",temp,"Particle.ini"); 
      GetDlgItemText(hwndDlg,IDC_ALPHA,temp,sizeof(temp)); 
      Alpha=atof(temp)*M_PI/180.0; 
      
WritePrivateProfileString("Object","ALPHA",temp,"Particle.ini"); 
      CoordLU.x=X0;  CoordLU.y=Y0; 
      CoordRB.x=X0+(int)(Diam*EXC); CoordRB.y=Y0+Diam; 
      Xform.eM11=cos(Alpha);       Xform.eM21=-sin(Alpha); 
      Xform.eM12=-Xform.eM21;      Xform.eM22=Xform.eM11; 
      Xform.eDx=Xform.eDy=0; 
      SetRect(&R,0,0,640,480); 
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FillRect(BmpDC,&R,(HBRUSH)GetStockObject(WHITE_BRUS
H)); 
      OldPen=(HPEN)SelectObject(CDC,BlackPen); 
      OldBrush=(HBRUSH)SelectObject(CDC,BlackBrush); 
  SetGraphicsMode(CDC,GM_ADVANCED); 
      SetViewportOrgEx(CDC,0,0,NULL); 
      SetRect(&R,0,0,640,480); 
 
 FillRect(CDC,&R,(HBRUSH)GetStockObject(WHITE_BR
USH)); 
      SetViewportOrgEx(CDC,320,240,NULL); 
   SetWorldTransform(CDC,&Xform); 
      Ellipse(CDC,(CoordLU.x-CoordRB.x)/2,(CoordRB.y-
CoordLU.y)/2,(CoordRB.x-CoordLU.x)/2,(CoordLU.y-
CoordRB.y)/2); 
      SelectObject(CDC,OldPen); 
      SelectObject(CDC,OldBrush); 
 
 ModifyWorldTransform(CDC,&Xform,MWT_IDENTITY)
; 
      
CoordRB.x=X0+(int)(Diam*(sin(fabs(Alpha))+EXC*cos(Alpha))
)+1; 
      
CoordRB.y=Y0+(int)(Diam*(cos(Alpha)+EXC*sin(fabs(Alpha)))
)+1; 
      Square=0; 
      GOOD=TRUE; 
      GetClientRect(GetParent(hwndDlg),&R); 
      InvalidateRect(GetParent(hwndDlg),&R,TRUE); 
      return EndDialog(hwndDlg,TRUE); 
       } 
   } 
return FALSE; } 
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A.2 The software for optical path simulation 
 
General description 
This software is used to simulate the output signal of the matrix sensor 
illustrated in Figures 3.3-3.7 according to the mathematical model 
provided in Chapter 3. As input data are used the parameters of LED (the 
length and width, the distance from the LED to the matrix sensor); the 
parameters of matrix sensor (the length, the width and calibration 
coefficient); parameters of the particle (diameter, coordinates: x, y, z).   
The output data obtained after simulation are equivalent area of the 
shadow, the equivalent diameter of the particle and the signal on the 
surface of the matrix sensor that can be stored as image. 
The general algorithm of simulation can be illustrated by the following 
steps: 
1) Putting input parameters 
2) Starting analysis 
3) Matrix sensor is divided into net as well as the LED  
4) Each ray from each part of elementary source from LED is calculated 
separately 
5) The calculation made without a particle in order to determine the 
reference matrix irradiance 
6) Step by step each ray that is not crossing the particle is accumulated 
by matrix, therefore, at the end of analysis the shadow is formed and 
equivalent diameter is calculated using the reference irradiance from the 
previous step 
The software is written using Windows as operating system, therefore 
the WinAPI or Windows application programming interfaces are used. 
The software can be divided into parts according to it. 
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Variable declaration part 
This part is intended to include header files with standard definitions, to 
declare standard Windows variables and specific user variables. 
 
#define STRICT 
#include <windows.h> 
#include <winbase.h> 
#include <windowsx.h> 
#include <stdio.h> 
#include <process.h> 
#include <math.h> 
#include <string.h> 
#include <commctrl.h> 
#include "Optix.h" 
const char szAppName[]="Модель матричного ФЭП"; 
HWND MainWindow,hVolume; 
HINSTANCE hInstance; 
MSG msg; 
OPENFILENAME ofn; 
HACCEL hAccel; 
HANDLE CalcThread; 
RECT R; 
PAINTSTRUCT PaintStruct; 
HBRUSH BlackBrush,OldBrush; 
HPEN BlackPen,OldPen; 
DWORD ThreadId; 
char Text[2048],szFile[512]; 
struct PHOTO S; 
struct PARTICLE P; 
struct LED L; 
struct DIAPHRAGM Dia; 
float Array[1000][1000],ArrayP[1000][1000],Max,Sum,SumP; 
bool READY,NeedRect; 
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Main entry point for the program 
Main entry point for the program (WinMain() function) includes 
functions of creating and registration of a window and setting message 
loop to exchange messages between system and program window. 
 
#pragma argsused 
int APIENTRY WinMain(HINSTANCE hInstance,HINSTANCE 
hPrevInstance, 
 LPSTR lpCmdLine,int nCmdShow) 
{ 
 MainWindow=FindWindow(szAppName,NULL); 
    if(MainWindow) 
       { 
   if(IsIconic(MainWindow)) 
ShowWindow(MainWindow,SW_RESTORE); 
         SetForegroundWindow(MainWindow); 
         return FALSE; 
         } 
if(!Register(hInstance)) return FALSE; 
 if(!Create(hInstance,nCmdShow)) return FALSE; 
  while(GetMessage(&msg,NULL,0,0)) 
     { 
      if(!TranslateAccelerator(MainWindow,hAccel,&msg)) 
     { 
   TranslateMessage(&msg); 
         DispatchMessage(&msg); 
         } 
     } 
    return msg.wParam; 
} 
 
Registration 
Registration is the standard Windows routine to set cursors, brushes in 
order to use it inside of the window with main program. 
 
// REGISTRATION 
 
ATOM Register(HINSTANCE hInstance) 
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{ 
WNDCLASSEX WndClass; 
memset(&WndClass,0,sizeof(WndClass)); 
WndClass.cbSize=sizeof(WNDCLASSEX); 
WndClass.style=CS_HREDRAW|CS_VREDRAW; 
WndClass.lpfnWndProc=MatrixProc; 
WndClass.hInstance=hInstance; 
WndClass.hIcon=LoadIcon(hInstance,MAKEINTRESOURCE(ID
I_ICON1)); 
WndClass.hbrBackground=(HBRUSH)GetStockObject(WHITE_
BRUSH); 
WndClass.hCursor=LoadCursor(NULL,IDC_ARROW); 
WndClass.lpszMenuName="Menu"; 
WndClass.lpszClassName=szAppName; 
WndClass.hIconSm=LoadIcon(hInstance,MAKEINTRESOURCE
(IDI_ICON1)); 
   return RegisterClassEx(&WndClass); 
} 
 
Main window creation 
This is where the main window with simulation program is created with 
predetermined size and this window is appeared on the screen. 
 
BOOL Create(HINSTANCE hInst,int nCmdShow) 
{ 
hInstance=hInst; 
 InitCommonControls(); 
  READY=FALSE; 
   
MainWindow=CreateWindowEx(WS_EX_APPWINDOW,szApp
Name,szAppName,WS_OVERLAPPED|WS_SYSMENU|WS_MI
NIMIZEBOX, 
       100,100,CW_USEDEFAULT,CW_USEDEFAULT, 
        NULL,NULL,hInstance,NULL); 
if (MainWindow==NULL) 
 return FALSE; 
nCmdShow=SW_SHOWNORMAL; 
ShowWindow(MainWindow,nCmdShow); 
UpdateWindow(MainWindow); 
 return TRUE; 
} 
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Message processing 
This part of software include main window function, containing calls of 
message handlers. This handlers are used for the different events 
processing such as creating window, destroying it and others. 
 
// MESSAGE PROCESSING 
 
LRESULT CALLBACK MatrixProc(HWND hwnd,UINT 
Message,WPARAM wParam,LPARAM lParam) 
{ 
       switch(Message) 
       { 
 HANDLE_MSG(hwnd,WM_CREATE,Matrix_OnCreate); 
 HANDLE_MSG(hwnd,WM_DESTROY,Matrix_OnDestro
y); 
 HANDLE_MSG(hwnd,WM_COMMAND,Matrix_OnCom
mand); 
 HANDLE_MSG(hwnd,WM_PAINT,Matrix_OnPaint); 
         default: 
  return 
Matrix_DefProc(hwnd,Message,wParam,lParam); 
  } 
} 
 
Handler of WM_CREATE message 
This handler draws main window and creates device context. 
 
#pragma argsused 
BOOL Matrix_OnCreate(HWND hwnd,CREATESTRUCT FAR* 
lpCreateStruct) 
{ 
char temp[32]; 
hAccel=LoadAccelerators(hInstance,"Atable"); 
BlackBrush=(HBRUSH)GetStockObject(BLACK_BRUSH); 
BlackPen=(HPEN)GetStockObject(BLACK_PEN); 
GetCurrentDirectory(sizeof(szFile),szFile); 
lstrcat(szFile,"\\\Optix.ini"); 
S.Length=GetPrivateProfileInt("Matrix","Length",500,szFile); 
S.Width=GetPrivateProfileInt("Matrix","Width",500,szFile); 
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S.Noise=GetPrivateProfileInt("Matrix","Noise",0,szFile); 
GetPrivateProfileString("Matrix","Coefficient","1.0",temp,sizeof(t
emp),szFile); 
S.Coef=atof(temp); 
P.Diam=GetPrivateProfileInt("Particle","Diameter",10,szFile); 
P.X=GetPrivateProfileInt("Particle","X",0,szFile); 
P.Y=GetPrivateProfileInt("Particle","Y",0,szFile); 
P.Z=GetPrivateProfileInt("Particle","Z",50,szFile); 
L.H=GetPrivateProfileInt("LED","Height",100,szFile); 
L.Length=GetPrivateProfileInt("LED","Length",100,szFile); 
L.Width=GetPrivateProfileInt("LED","Width",100,szFile); 
L.X=GetPrivateProfileInt("LED","X0",0,szFile); 
L.Y=GetPrivateProfileInt("LED","Y0",0,szFile); 
Dia.Height=GetPrivateProfileInt("Diaphragm","Height",100,szFil
e); 
Dia.Length=GetPrivateProfileInt("Diaphragm","Length",100,szFil
e); 
Dia.Width=GetPrivateProfileInt("Diaphragm","Width",100,szFile
); 
return TRUE; 
} 
 
Handler of WM_DESTROY message 
This handler destroys the main window. 
 
// DESTRUCTOR 
 
#pragma argsused 
void Matrix_OnDestroy(HWND hwnd) 
{ 
PostQuitMessage(0); 
} 
 
Handler of WM_COMMAND message 
It is called when a user performs any action with controls. The operator 
‘switch(id)’ is used, where ‘id’ means actions. When ‘id’ is 
‘CM_START’, this means preparing for a new simulation cycle. At this 
stage is also checking whether the particle is inside of the measurement 
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volume or not. ‘CM_LED’, ‘CM_SPHERE’, ‘CM_DIA’, ‘CM_PHOTO’ 
mean creating a dialog windows allowing a user to define parameters of 
a model for LED, particle and matrix. 
 
#pragma argsused 
void Matrix_OnCommand(HWND hwnd,int id,HWND 
hwndCtl,UINT CodeNotify) 
{ 
DWORD ProcessAffinity,SystemAffinity; 
  switch(id) 
  { 
      case CM_START: 
      if(Dia.Height>L.H) 
       { 
         MessageBox(hwnd,"Диафрагма находится дальше 
излучателя","Optix",MB_OK); 
         
SendMessage(hwnd,WM_COMMAND,MAKEWPARAM(CM_D
IA,0),0L); 
         break; 
         } 
  if(P.Z+P.Diam/2>Dia.Height) 
       { 
         MessageBox(hwnd,"Частица вне чувствительного 
объема","Optix",MB_OK); 
         
SendMessage(hwnd,WM_COMMAND,MAKEWPARAM(CM_S
PHERE,0),0L); 
         break; 
         } 
      if((S.Length>=400)&&(S.Width>=200)) 
       { 
         SetRect(&R,0,0,S.Length,S.Width); 
         NeedRect=FALSE; 
         } 
      else 
       { 
         NeedRect=TRUE; 
         SetRect(&R,0,0,400,300); 
         } 
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AdjustWindowRectEx(&R,WS_OVERLAPPED|WS_CAPTION|
WS_SYSMENU|WS_MINIMIZEBOX,TRUE,WS_EX_APPWIN
DOW); 
      SetWindowPos(hwnd,HWND_TOP,0,0,R.right-
R.left,R.bottom-R.top,SWP_NOMOVE|SWP_SHOWWINDOW); 
      memset(Array,0,sizeof(Array)); 
      memset(ArrayP,0,sizeof(ArrayP)); 
 
 hVolume=CreateDialogParam(hInstance,MAKEINTRESO
URCE(IDD_DIALOG4),hwnd,(DLGPROC)ProgressProc,(LPAR
AM)S.Length); 
      
CalcThread=(HANDLE)_beginthreadNT((void(*)(void*))CFunc,
0,0,0,0,&ThreadId); 
      
if(GetProcessAffinityMask(GetCurrentProcess(),&SystemAffinity
,&ProcessAffinity)) 
       { 
         if(ProcessAffinity==0x00000001) break; 
      
 SetThreadAffinityMask(CalcThread,ProcessAffinity&0x00
000002); 
      
 SetThreadPriority(CalcThread,THREAD_PRIORITY_TIM
E_CRITICAL); 
         } 
      break; 
 
      case CM_LED: 
      
DialogBox(hInstance,MAKEINTRESOURCE(IDD_DIALOG3),h
wnd,(DLGPROC)LEDProc); 
      break; 
 
      case CM_SPHERE: 
      
DialogBox(hInstance,MAKEINTRESOURCE(IDD_DIALOG1),h
wnd,(DLGPROC)ParticleProc); 
      break; 
 
      case CM_PHOTO: 
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DialogBox(hInstance,MAKEINTRESOURCE(IDD_DIALOG2),h
wnd,(DLGPROC)PhotoProc); 
      break; 
 
      case CM_DIA: 
      
DialogBox(hInstance,MAKEINTRESOURCE(IDD_DIALOG5),h
wnd,(DLGPROC)DiaProc); 
      break; 
 
      case CM_STAT: 
      if(READY) 
       { 
         P.Sq=SumP*S.Coef; 
         sprintf(Text,"Диаметр частицы - %.d\r\nЭквивалентная 
площадь тени - %.8g\r\nЭквивалентный диаметр - %.8g", 
             P.Diam,P.Sq,sqrt(4.0*P.Sq/M_PI)); 
         
if(MessageBox(hwnd,Text,"КАЛИБРОВКА",MB_OKCANCEL)
==IDOK) 
          { 
          S.Coef=M_PI*P.Diam*P.Diam/(4.0*SumP); 
            sprintf(Text,"%.16g",S.Coef); 
        
WritePrivateProfileString("Matrix","Coefficient",Text,szFile); 
            } 
         } 
      break; 
      } 
} 
 
Handler of WM_PAINT message 
It is called when Windows redraws the main window and display the 
results of simulation. 
 
#pragma argsused 
void Matrix_OnPaint(HWND hwnd) 
{ 
HDC PaintDC=BeginPaint(hwnd,&PaintStruct); 
int X=(400-S.Length)/2; 
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int Y=(300-S.Width)/2; 
if(READY) 
 { 
   if(NeedRect) Rectangle(PaintDC,X-1,Y-
1,X+S.Length+1,Y+S.Width+1); 
 for(int i=0; i<S.Length; i++) 
  for(int j=0; j<S.Width; j++) 
   { 
   BYTE T=(BYTE)((Array[i][j]-
ArrayP[i][j])*255.0/Max); 
      if(NeedRect) SetPixel(PaintDC,i+X,j+Y,RGB(T,T,T)); 
      else SetPixel(PaintDC,i,j,RGB(T,T,T)); 
   } 
   } 
EndPaint(hwnd,&PaintStruct); 
} 
 
Main calculations 
This is the thread function, performing main calculations. The main 
principle is that we compute power distribution on the matrix, adding the 
contribution of every elementary part of LED with regard to the particle, 
which could prevent rays from reaching its destination on the surface of 
the matrix. 
 
#pragma argsused 
DWORD WINAPI CFunc(LPARAM lParam) 
{ 
float 
D,XL,YL,XU,YU,A,B,C,SW2,SL2,LL2,LW2,H2,R2,Z2,DX,DY,
DXL,DYL,T; 
SL2=(float)S.Length/2.0; 
SW2=(float)S.Width/2.0; 
LL2=(float)L.Length/2.0; 
LW2=(float)L.Width/2.0; 
H2=(float)(L.H*L.H); 
R2=(float)(P.Diam*P.Diam)/4.0; 
Z2=(float)(P.Z*P.Z); 
Max=0; 
for(int i=0; i<S.Length; i++) 
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 { 
   XL=(float)i-SL2; 
   DXL=XL-(float)P.X; 
   PostMessage(hVolume,WM_COMMAND,i,2L); 
  for(int j=0; j<S.Width; j++) 
   { 
    YL=(float)j-SW2; 
      DYL=YL-(float)P.Y; 
    for(int k=0; k<L.Length; k++) 
       { 
     XU=(float)(L.X+k)-LL2; 
     for(int m=0; m<L.Width; m++) 
      { 
            YU=(float)(L.Y+m)-LW2; 
            if(!CheckDia(XL,XU,YL,YU)) continue; 
            DX=XU-XL; 
            DY=YU-YL; 
      D=DX*DX+DY*DY+H2; 
            T=L.H/(D*sqrt(D)); 
            Array[i][j]+=T; 
     if(Max<Array[i][j]) Max=Array[i][j]; 
      A=D/H2; 
      B=(DXL*DX+DYL*DY)/(float)L.H-P.Z; 
      C=DXL*DXL+DYL*DYL+Z2-R2; 
      if((B*B-A*C)>0) ArrayP[i][j]+=T; 
      } 
         } 
      } 
   } 
Sum=SumP=0; 
for(int i=0; i<S.Length; i++) 
  for(int j=0; j<S.Width; j++) 
    { 
    SumP+=ArrayP[i][j]; 
      Sum+=Array[i][j]; 
      } 
READY=TRUE; 
PostMessage(hVolume,WM_COMMAND,0,1L); 
return 0; 
} 
 
bool CheckDia(float XL,float XU,float YL,float YU) 
{ 
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float XD,YD,D,W,H; 
D=(float)Dia.Length/2.0; 
W=(float)Dia.Width/2.0; 
H=(float)Dia.Height/(float)L.H; 
XD=H*(XU-XL)+XL; 
YD=H*(YU-YL)+YL; 
if((XD>=-D)&&(XD<=D)) 
 if((YD>=-W)&&(YD<=W)) return TRUE; 
return FALSE;  
} 
 
#include "dialog.cpp" 
 
